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Car break-ins cause alarm forTJ Hall residents

f:--..-.. by Brian McBride
!ream, Desi&/ Staff Writer

>---...

Students who park their cars in the
ated General TJ parking lot have something to be
E177
concerned about. Overthecourseofthe
past few months there have been several
r--------- cars broken into.
Hlp Assn., G.S
The method by which they were
broken into has developed into a fairly
distinct pattern: breaking and entering
lncrete ln~itul\ from a window that faces away from the
building. The thieves then continue to
remove everything of value from the
vehicle, including stereos and other·pernkG·)
sonal belongings. In one instance, the
thieves had enough time to open the
an SOciety 01
hood ofthe car and disconnect the stereo
MEI 04
power cabling and remove the power
wires before they were done.
sma, 206CIIB
There hasalready been several thousands of dollars worth of property stolall Assn., M~ len in addition · to a large amount of
damage done to these vehicles. TJ residents have broughttheir concerns to the

----

---

-

UMR PO and have come up with possible solutions such <IS increased patrolling and surveillance of the parking lot.
The UMR PO currently is investigating these crimes and they have
stressed that the investigation will continue until a "suspect is apprehended."
According to Leroy Davis of the UMR
PO the initial investigation produced
one lead. This lead was followed and a
suspect was interviewed and released.
Patrolling ofthe TJ parking lot has
been increased and a "neighborhood
watch" has formed among the students
ofTJ Hall.
The UMR PO requests. that anyone who has any infonnation concerning
these crimes, please contact them at
341-4300. Also, if anyone sees anything suspicious going on, please call
them at once.
T J residents have also been urged
to .write down the serial numbers of
anythingvaluabletheymightbekeeping
in their cars.
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Cancer virus:
HPV threatens
young women
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Boston -- A study of students at one campus
suggeSts an alarming number ofcollege-agewomenare
infected with a virus that has the potential to cause
cervical cancer.
In a three-year study of more than 600 college
women, scientists from the Albert Einstein Cancer
Center in the Bronx, N.Y., found about 60% of the
women were infected with HPV at sometime during the
study. They say the study reveals a high risk of
exposure to HPV for heterosexual men and women in
acollegeenvironment.
But they also found that infection rates declined
throughout the study period, indicating that the immune system can fight off the v·irus.
The scientists recommended that doctors who
treat young women should consider HPV infection as
mainly short-lived. They add that the doctors should
wait before cutting out abnormal cells associated with
HPVbecause they may go away on their own. One kind
of HPV abnormality, however, known as squamous
intraepitheliallesion, is a pre-cancerous condition.
The study was published last Thursday in the
New England Journal of Medicine.
The scientists conducted the study by recruiting
women at a state university in New Brunswick, N.J.,
and giving them laboratory tests fOT the virus and a
questionnaire about their lifestyles at six-month inter- vals. The women were on average 20 years old.
Dr. Penny Hitchcock ofth·e National Institute of
Allergy and Infectious Diseases in Bethesda, Md.,
says, "The incidence of HPV infection in sexually
active young college women is alarming."
The study was supported by the NIAID.

n &

by Ellen Huggett
Staff Writer

A dramatization of a break-in outside of T J. Immediately after
this picture was taken , residents reported the photographer and
his friend to the UMR Police as part of the "neighborhood
watch.· Fortunately. this incident was only staged and later
cleared up with the police.
photo by Ryan Shawgo

ASUM primes students for Lobby Day
by Daisie Hobson
Assistant News Editor
On Thursday, February 12, the Associated
Students·of the University of Missouri (ASUM)
sponsored adinner in UC-East. Thedinneraccomplished two goals. First, University of Missouri
System lobbyist, Jim Snider spoke about "The
University of ·Missouri Mission Enhancement
Program." Second, ASUM representatives spoke
about the upcoming Student Lobby Day in
Jefferson City which will take place at the State
Capitol on Wednesday, February 25.
Jim Snider had to leave the dinner early
because he was off to fight for the Mission Enhancement plan. The Mission Enhancement request focuses on the University' s top academic
priorities: improving undergraduate education,
strengthening research capitalizing on results and

ensuring educational access.
Mr. Snider said that Jefferson City viewed
UMR as " a premiere institution and a very good
investment." The Enhancement plan has goals for
each campus but most importantly UMR. The
money will be used to enhance undergraduate education and improve faculty salaries which, in tum, will
attract new and younger professors. Money also will
be put back into Student Financial Aid and used for
the purchase of up-to-date lab and computer equipment. Major renovations and library improvements
are planned as well.
According to Snider, UMR soon also will offer
a master's degree in engineering management similar
to the MBA for engineers around the state using
telecommunications. When asked what effect all of
these plans would have on tuition, he replied that

see Lobby on page 18

A scene from last Sunday's Etiq~ette Dinner where seniors learned the c;to's
and don't's of dining in the business world ..Anyone interested In improving
his or her table etiquette should keep a watch outforthls event in semesters
to come.
photo by Ryan Shawgo
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Plastic vs. steel
UMR professors research
the possibilities of plast iCS
in jet engine designs.

mfCfee'D'b

IfUMR researchers find that new
materials are sound eno·ugh for extreme
conditions, the jet engines of the future
could be made of materials that are more
like plastiCS than steel.
In the aerospace industry, the quest
continues for the ideal material -- one
that is "light as a feather but stiff as a
board" - for building aircraft, said Dr.
Samit Roy, an assistant professor of
mechanical engineering and aerospace
engineering and engineering mechanics
at UMR and a senior investigator at
UMR's Rock Mechanics and Explosives Research Center.
In recent years, the military has
used strong, lightweight carbon-reinforced composite materials for aircraft
fuselages, wings and other parts, Roy
said. "They boost performance because
they're a lot lighter but stiffer than
steel," he added. They also do not reflect
radarwell,making these materials indispensable for use in aircraft that rely on
stealth technology, such as the F-117
fighter and the B-2 bomber.
Roy and Dr. Lokesh Dharani, asso~iate dean ofUMR's School of Eng ineering and a professor of mechanical
and aerospace engineering and engineering mechanics, will test fiber- reinforced
composite materials under various con- .
ditions. They will then use thedata from
these short-term laboratory tests and
run mathematical models to predict how
the materials might hold up over a 15year period.
Now, the government is looking at
whether these materials can be used as
components for the jet engines that
power those aircraft. Through a
$448,671 grant from Pratt & Whitney
Aircraft, Roy will help determine how
well such materials hold up under adverse conditions. The Pratt & Whitney
grant is also supporting three UMR
graduate students, who are working as
research assistants on this project.
The research, which began last
Jul y and will continue through October
1999, is being conducted through
NASA's Advanced Subsonic Technology (AST) Program. UMR is one of
three universities involved in the research with Pratt & Whitney along with
Georgia and Virginia Tech.
Pratt & Whitney is the leading
designer, developer and manufacturer
of gas turbine engines for commercial,
military and general aviation aircraft.
The researchers will test panels of
the composite materials in UMR's
GraduateCenter for Materials Research,

see Plastics on page 18
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pus. Vou can pick up·nomih-a=
tion forms at the Mujticultural
EducatiQn S.!'p~rt jr0gFaQ1
•
Sign up now to volunteer
office-, I 07G Nor.wood Hall or
Campus,
national
and
international
e2mail Linn Stichnote' at
for the Spring Career Fair. A
news briefs
lynnsSShuttle. cc. unr. eW
sign-up sheet is available in the
and a form will b-e sent to yo u
Career Opportunities Center in
304 Norwood Hall. Volunteers are 390 credit) and/or payment ofa stipend
by mail or e-mail.
needed to help the COC set up the
to a limit of $1000. One-half of the
fair, to help companies w ith their stipend is paid at the beginning of the
displays and to assist as hosts at
project and the remainder when a final
student registration tables. Time
report, approved by the cooperating
The University of Missouri•
Rolla'sannual Engineers' Week Banfaculty member, is submitted. Up to
slots are available for the afternoon
of the day before, February 24, and
$500 is made available for expendable quetwill be held Saturday, Feb. 28, at
from 7:30 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. during supplies.
Zeno's Restaurant in Rolla.
Maj . Gen. Robert Flowers, comthe Spring Career Fair on Wednesmanderofthe U.S. Army Engineering
day, February 25.
This can be an excellent way to
Center at Fort Leonard Wood, Mo.,
interact informally with companies
•
Don't miss out qn your e-lI)ail! If will speak during the banquet on
in a very positive way. Recruiters
you are leaving campus, let the MSM"Engineers Engaged in the Commuare always impressed with the COC
UMR Alumni Association help you
nity."
Student Vo lunteers at UMR and their
keep those electronic cards and letters
The dinner will begin at 7 p.m. ,
helpful assistance. Check the signcoming. Just advise the AlulTlT\i Assowith a social hour at 6 p.m.
up at the COC for the best available
For reservations contact Jerry
ciation of your new e-mail address before the next semester begins, and they
R. Bayless, associate dean ofUMR's
time.
will take care of the rest. Vourmailwill
School of Engineering, at(573) 341be forwarded for one year, unless you
41S1 before Monday, Feb. 23.
ask the Alumni Association to stop
•
The Opportunites for Underforwarding sooner.
graduate ·Research Experience proTo request forwarding, either send
gram is conducted annually to proyour full name, student number, UMR
•
Chi Omega will hold its annual
vide an active form of learning for
spaghetti dinner on Sunday, Feb. 22
e-mail address and your new ei mail
UMR undergraduates through paradress to alurnni @urnr . edu, or see
from 3 - 7 p.m. Tickets are $4 for an
ticipation in "research" as an underall-you-can-eat meal. Tickets can be
the
website
at
ht t P: / I
graduate student. The program is
www.urnr.edu/alurnni/ and click
purchased from members of Chi
open to students in any discipline.
on .. e-mail forwarded," then follow the
Omega.
All full-time undergraduate stuAll proceeds from the dinner
prompts.
dents with a cumulative GP A greater
This is a service of your MSMwill benefit the Russell House fo·r
than 2.5 are eligible. If you are
UMR Alumni Association. They hope
battered women.
interested in participating, further
it helps make yo ur transition from camin formation and application material
pus to the "real world" a bit eaSier.
are available on the world wide web
at http: / /www . urnr. edu/ -ac•
Washington -- President Clinton
afrs / oure . ht rnloryoumaypick
said if the latest crisis with Iraq reup the information in the Office of •
Do you know a female faculty
sults in a military strike, it will be
the Vice Chancellor for Academic
member on the UM-Rolla campus who
Baghdad's decision, not WashingAffairs, 204 ParkerHall. A listing of deserves recognition for her contribu- ton's. Mr. Clinton reiterated his podepartmental coordinators is protions to the li ves of other women on sition today that the U.S. continues
vided at the web address. V ou and
campus? If so, take a few minutes to
to hope diplomatic efforts to force
your faculty sponsorneed to discuss
read through the requirements for nomiIraqi compliance with U.N. weapons
the potential project, come to an
nating her for the Woman of the Vear
inspectors wi ll succeed. But he said
ag reement and submit a one page
Award on the Rolla campus.
if diplomacy fails the U.S. will not
application to the Office of the Vice
The Woman of the Vear Award
walk away from its obligations to
Chancellor for AcademicAffairs. The
recognizes a female faculty member who stop Iraq's capability to manufacture
dead line for submitting application
is dedicated to student education and
and use weapons of mass destrucis March 13, 1998 .
committed to diversity.
tion .
Nationainews brief iscourProjects may provide academic
Don't put of( acknowled ging an
tesy of Tribune Media Sercredit (ty picall y 3-6 hours of300 or o utstanding female facaltyo~ our camvices, copyright 1998.
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to be a keynote
' :~ s~eaker fOJ African American
"'Heritage Month at UMR
by Ellen Hu!!gett
Staff Writer
The keynote speaker for the African American Cultural Recognition
Committee's Keynote Address will be
Valentino T. Bates, founder of
Khafra Engineering Consultants in Atlanta. The address will beheld at 2:30
p.m. on Friday, Feb. 20.
The event is free
and open to the public
and will be in Room G31 Auditorium in
Emerson Electric Company Hall on the UMR
campus.
During his keynote
address, Bates will fo-

cus on African Americans in Business:
II

The Path Towards Empowerment,:' this
year's theme for African American Heritage Month. Bates is president ofKhafra

by Carol Ann Smith
Russell House
Jean Sidener, a Rolla resident, was.
recognized recentl y a Volunteerofth e Month by the
Russell House, the Rolla
area shelter for battered
women. She is the fi rst
Russell House volunteer
to receive the award.
Sidener, who recently
completed a master's degree in ed ucation at Drury
College, has been volunteering at Russell Huse for almost four
years, averaging four to eight hours a
week in direct client services at the
shelter. In the past year, Sidener has also
been volunteering w ith the court advocate program.
Volunteer Coordinator Diane Berg
said, "Jean is a warm, loving):>resence in

our shelter. She was one of our first
volunteers and has continued faithfully
to help us. Jean has given so much of
herself to the residents of the shelter.
Our residents adore her
and we are very proud
of the work Jean has
done."
Mary
Sue
Guenther, Executive
Di'r ector of Russell
House, commenting on
the volunteer recognition progam, said, "ther<
are man y wonderful
people who volun teer in Rolla. We
wanted to recof
e those who have
make significant r ontributions to our
programs. Jean Sidener was unanimously chosen by our staff to be our
first recipent. I was delighted to be able
to recognize for all her many contributions."
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Sidener receives award
from Russell Housel
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Engineering Consultants, an environmental firm that designs and constructs
wastewater treatment plants. In 1984
Bates transferred to Atlanta with
CH2M-Hill. Although Bateswasdoing
quite well with the firm, he didn't feel he
was climbing the corporate ladder
quickly enough, so he created his
own ladder-- KhafraEngi~eering
- in 1986.
Khafra takes its
name from the Egyptian
pharaoh who built the
Sphinx and the second
great pyramid at Giza, Egypt.
Today, Bates has several partners in his firm. "Webelievethat
our engineering will stand the
test of antiquity," Bates stated,
just as the pyramids have endured for thousands of years. Bates's
visit is sponsored by UMR's African
American Cultural Recognition Committee.

.......................... Amy Jones (a my@umr . edu)
. len nifer Harness (j lhar n@urnr.edu)
....... Traci Walker (trac i @Urnr.edu)
........ Justin Ferguson (j f erg @a c rn.org)
.......... .... Carrie Pulliam (c"rr ie@ umr.edu)
....... Justin Sutherland (jus t ins@urnr. edu)
..... .. Daisie Hobson (daisie@ umr.edu)
... Keith Mi ssey (kmissey@umr.edu)
.. Sarah Albers (salbers@umr.edu)
...... . Jonathan Erdman (erdrnan@urnr . edu)
... Brad Ne uvi ll e (bj n @urnr . edu)
.... Aimee Tilling (t ill in@urnr . edu)
... Debbie Muller (drnuller@urnr.edu)
. ..... .. ... Ryan Shawgo (shawgO@urnr.edu )
..... . Sam C lippinge r (sarnc@urnr.edu)
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - L e t t e r s To The E d i t o r - - - - - - - - - - - - - clear to SME representatives that a debate was happened and why SEAC decided to postpone are due the Thursday before the Tuesday the
Dear Editor:
student body receives the "Miner," Mr. Carmack
In last week's miner, Jon Carmack of the not wanted. We wanted to hear and present facts the forum.
UMR Society of Mining Engineers (SME) wrote without the confrontational nature ofa debate that
I! may seem to some that the posting of had submitted his letter attacking SEAC only hours
an "apology" to all students for a recent SME was seen earlier during Bantz's presentation. SME such a flyer was a small offense, not warranting before becoming a member of our group.
flyer posted in McNutt Hall. Mr. Carmack also wanted a mediator from both the SEAC's response. To our fl edgling group and for
SEAC realizes that both parties worked
followed his apology with a warning against those environmental and mining side of the issue. After the sake of the very real situation happening in extremely hard at arranging speakers and making
on this very campus who use propaganda to SME conceded to have only one mediator, SEAC Missouri at this time, this was exactly the type of plans for our discussion of lead mining and we did
undermine the very future of engineers. I too am agreed to allow a period of response following action we could not accept. There are great tensions not want this effort to be in vain Just as members
appalled that this could happen on our campus each speaker,. but it was again stressed that this between the mining industry and environmentalists of. the.mining industry had committed their time
and I urge all students to take action against this would not be a rebuttal or argument as in a debate, now. If these groups are to reach an amicable to this forum, important members of the
vile threat, whatever it may be. I commend Mr. but would merely be a response. When the agreement, this type of confrontational, "environmental movement" with busy schedules
Carmack for his letter. He spoke no lies, but rather government agencies that each group had contacted nonproductive behavior must be held in check.
in government and the public spectrum were willing
. chose to deal in the hazy realm of half-truths that did not respond, it was decided that Dr. Nord Gale SEAC believed that stopping this type of irrational to give of their time for this important event. SEAC
could be easily believed if one does not know the would present infonmation from his work with behavior was the objective of the proposed forum. regretted postPoning the scheduled discussion, but
facts. I offer the truth of the events pertaining to the EPA and Dr. Tom Sager would present SEAC was forced to take a stand to preserve these it was something that had to be done. Perhaps
the scheduled SME discussion with the Student infonnation he had researched from various public principles, both for the self respect of our there was a lack of communication between SME
Environmental Action Coalition (SEAC) health studies. All seemed to be going well and organization and to not add to the tension between and SEAC - we obviously did not have the same
concerning lead mining in Missouri, mentioned by members of both SME and SEAC were looking mining engineers and environmentalists. Our idea of what was to happen at our forum Carmack in his letter.
forward to the forum.
speakers and the members ofSEAC did have facts however, SEAC made it clear to the representatives
During the spring semester of 1997, SEAC
On Tuesday, January 27, nine days before to substantiate our ideas, but we did not want to of SME that we wished to work with them in the
hosted a speaker, Sarah Bantz, from a group called the discussion was to take place, it was brought to attend the forum expecting to discuss the issue, future. SEAC realizes that the mining industry
Heartwood, a Missouri grassroots environmental my attention that flyer had been posted in only to be attacked by debaters and made to look . has a certain amount of concern for the
group based in Columbia. Her presentation was McNutt Hall annquncing a SME business meeting, ignorant. We are not the image of the "Foliage environment. We also realize that in today's
, entitled "Toxic Lead Mining in Missouri." In for all to see. Under the heading of topics to be Embracers" with no valid information, only "scare industrialized society, lead is used in a wide variety
Missouri, lead is mined from the ground in the 'discussed was the "Foliage Embracer 'debate' on tactics," that Mr. Carmack tried to create in his of devices, and we can not stop using lead all
form of galena (lead sulfate) and it is common. Feb. 5." This statement said two things to SEAC. letter. Remember, we are both scientists and together instantly. SEAC is not "anti-industry,"
knowledge that, once removed from galena, lead is . SME did not respect our organization or the environmentalists.
but rather stresses education about environmental
a toxic substance. . During Ms. Bantz's environmental groups we had asked to participate
SEAC was informed that one individual was issues and we encourage everyone to act in a similar
presentation, which SEAC recognizes has its faultS, in the discussion. Being called names did not . responsible for the flyer, not all of SME, and we matter. In the end, it was necessary for the Student
she was verbally attacked_by representatives from particularly hurt the members of SEAC, but jt were given a formal letter of apology on February Environmental Action Coalition to deal with the
Missouri lead mining companies and the UMR sPoke volumes on SME's opinion of us. Secondly, 2 from Mr. Carmack. SEAC heartily accepted the Society of Mining Engineers in this manner, because
Department of Mining Engineering. This event this official club document billed the planned forum apology at our regular meeting on Thursday, as Mr. Carmack said, "This unprofessional action
left relations between mining engineers and SEAC, as a "debate." It was later argued by SME February 5 and at the same meeting, Mr. Carmack is just another example of their willingness to
fragile at best. Shortly thereafter, it was suggested representatives that we could call this meeting became a dues paying member ofSEAC. Members spread fe3T and propaganda as long as they don't
that SME and SEA~ hold a forum on the topic of anything we wanted, but it would still be a debate. ofSEAC thought that the situation had tume<J out have to back it with fact."
lead mining in Missouri. This would be a chance The power of words may be compromised at an as well as possible and hoped to resume
Y ours very truly,
for students to gain knowledge of the subject in an engineering school where we take data and statistics negotiations to hold the forum, but we were
Mat Rogers
intelligent, non-confrontational setting.
President, UMR SEAC
so seriously, but in the world surrounding us, the mistaken. As submission~ for letters to the editor
At the beginning of this school year, SEAC choice of words can have a very powerful effect.
was contacted by SME to organize the discussion. To the larger audience that was tuned in to this
Problems in ~cheduling and confirming speakers upcoming forum in Rolla, using the word "debate"
forced the postponement of the discussion until intentionally a nd publicly as opposed to
winter semester 1998, but a date was set for "discussion" or a host of other words meant a
February 5. In the interim, members from SME great deal. SEAC had repeatedly insisted that we
.and SEAC worked extremely hard to create a not have a debate, but rather a calm, intelligent
suitable discussion. Jon Carmack and other discussion. We had seen the tension between
members of SME attended SEAC meetings. I! mining engineers and environmentalists before and
was decided that SME would provide two knew nothing constructive could come of another
speakers fro'm the lead minirig perspective, such meeting. Additionally, our speakers had made
representatives from Doe Run and ASARCO it clear that they haa no fear of debating the issue,
mining companies as well as a presenter from the but preferred a discussion to a debate"Advertising
Missouri Department ofNaturaJ Resources. SEAC the forum as a debate, indicated that SME did not
would have two speakers from environmental care to honor a requesi that SEAC had continually
groups, Heartwood and the Oiark Chapter of the made. This move by SME indicated to SEAC a
Sierra Club. SEAC would also contact a clearly confrontational stance and this combined
representative from the Missouri Department of with our previous experience with the mining
Health, the government agency responsible -f!)r a engineers prompted us to cancel the discussion
detailed study ofthe human health effects of lead until the real nature of the meeting could be made
mining in Missouri's lead mining areas. SME clear. Instead of becoming violent, SEAC decided
proposed a format for the discussion very much that the best way to deal with the situation was in
like a Lincoln-Douglas debate in which each the most intelligent, positive, and professional
presenter would have a period of time to' speak manner possible. When our decision was made
and would then be rebutted by other speakers. At Thursday, January 29, representatives of SME
the end of this speaking period there would be a were notified and sobn thereafter, letters were sent
question and answer period. SEAC made it very to all the parties involved, explaining what had

a

Correction-to SME letter of February 11 issue of the Missouri Miner
I have received many questions regarding a paragraph from my letter last week. There
was a misprint in that paragraph . The letter should have read "This professor, who 's salary
you pay, is right now at work undermining yo ur future employers and those who supply the
raw materi als your field s need. Using such groups as SEAC he is able to spread fear, not fact.
We, the SME student chapter, offered SEAC and their "environmental" contacts the opportunity
to sit down face to face with experts in the fields of mining and EPA research to discuss lead
mining in Missouri in a publ :c forum. S!,AC agreed to our offer and then canceled six days prior
to the meeting .. ... I hope this clears up any confu sion to the meaning of that paragraph .
JonCarmack
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They're in touch, in transit and in demand .,' . on-site, on-line and on-tne-move

MEET WITH ERNST & YOUNG
ON CAMPUS

University of Missouri - Rolla

... improving businesses, envisioni ng future technologies and driving change . ..
thin king outsi de the box, designing solutions and delivering value to customers.
They're Ernst & Young Management Consultants, and they're going places making a global impact in one of the most dynamic fields of the 90s and beyond.

2/24 Internship Interviews
As an Ernst & Young Management Consu ltant, you' ll help companies from Fortune
.N>
1,000 giants to Si licon .' ley start-ups explore new strategies, methods, markets and technologies - long before others are even aware they exist.

/'

.

THERE ISN'j- A BUSINESS ~ CAN'T IMPRovpM
V.(.

S!J ERNST &YOUNG LLP
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Verve
What can we do about Flower Power: Work hard Excel offers
better grades
freshman engineering?
to achieve your goals by Keith Missey
had to read, write a letter, and other
by Sarah Albers
Assistant News Editor
As 1 sat in Freshman Engineering
this past Thursday, 1was amazed at the
number of students that completely
ignored what was happening in class. 1
sat in the front row, not sleeping (because of my still functioni ng New Year's
Resolution), but instead reading my
I book. 1 look up from my 'reading and
around at the people sitting near me to
seethe glazed expressions on my fellow
classmates and was forced to wonder,
"Why are we in here?"
1 answered the question quite
quickly. Although the class may be
quite boring and only one class in five
even apply to a person, it does offer us
Un-engineers (undecided engineers) a
chance to decide quickly what type of
, engineering discipline we want to follow, because nex t semester we are
expected to finally choose
our career path. Then I
had an epiphany.
Well, maybe not
an epiphany,
but definitely
a semi-prof

0

u n d

thought in the
middle of the
electrical
engineer's
speech.
What if
we could
combine
Freshman 5
and Freshman 15 to a one semester, one
credit hour class? Last semester (in
Freshman 5), I can recall paying attention only to the assignments and everyday looking forward to the time when I

nonsense that a bored student does in
class, rather than sleep.
Liking the idea that struck me, I
asked around about it. I asked a friend
of mine, Nick Sturm, about my idea and
he replied, "The information presented
in Freshman Engineering could well be
taught inaone semester, one credit hour
course; perhaps then the class might
hold a person's attention span."
Ifyou don 'tknow Nick, you might
remember him by the one that was
snoring in Dr. Elifrits' class last Monday. I hear that he was making quite a
racket.
Nathan Hoeckelman gave me this
opinion of the Freshman Engineering
class, "I think that the Freshman Engineering program is good; however, I
believe that Fresh-

ily be combined
into one s.emester, and receive
a full credit for
this new class
called Freshman Engineering 10, the
averageofthe
two."
Not all
opinions were
completely
avid for my
idea of combiningthetwo
classes. Douglas Burthardt said, "I think that for
some people it is a good idea to have it
for as long as UMR does, but for those

by Daisie H.M. Hobson
Verve Writer
"The shortest answer is doing." English Proverb
This quote is supposed to be
about procrastination, but I'm going
to give it'a little twist. GOALS! We
all have them. We were taught at a
young age to have them and work
towards them. They are wonderful
things. We used them to get good
grades in h.igh school and to graduate.
We used them to get into this wonderful school (no sarcasm intended) and
we hope eventually to graduate:
Goals are simple but the work
behind them can get complicated: It
takes work just to obtain goals. Each
semester our goals are different. It
could be not to drop a class, not to
miss any classes, not to fail any classes
or not to cuss out any teachers. OtherssetGPAorjobgoals. Personally,
my goal is just to get through the
semester without having a nervous
breakdown.
Not only do goals require work,
they require patience, persistence and
assertiveness. Ifmy mom has taught
me anything it is that life is not easy.
No one ever said it would be, so we
:-vork hard at it. If you want something go get it! If you want it bad
enough and if you work hard enough,
you will get it! At least that is how I
feel about some things.
I had written a couple of weeks
ago to "set goals and use your strengths
to accomplish these goals." I think
that is so important. I am in such a
great mood because I finally got my

foot in the door! I have been trying to
get a job with a certain company for
the last three years and finally my
persistence and patience has paid off.
I received a
plant trip.
Yeah!!
That is not
the point
though.
The point
is that I
w~nted
thisso bad
that I worked hard
and persisted until 1gotwhati wanted!
I used my strengths (communication
skills and experience) to accomplish
this.
Hopefully everything I want in
life won't take this long to achieve,
but if they do I'm ready! Procrastination and goals are the same thing.
You have to take the bull by t!le horns
and go! Don't let anything stand in
your way. Be positive and think
ahead. Say please, thank you and
always ask for advice.
I cannot stress enough how important starting to improve yourself
now is. Everyday is a chance to
becomeabetterperson. Being abetter
person could mean getting better
grades, making anew friend or learning something that could be beneficial
in the future. Look forward to the
future because even though life is hard
it is also exCiting and full of surprises.
Work hard but take time for yourself.
I wish everyone love, peace and happiness! Have a great week and study
hard! PS ... Wish me luck!

see Freshman on page 18

Verve Editor
Many students are wondering right
now if they should look in the phone
book for a truck driving school number.
However, Excel workshoppers do not
have this problem because they have
scored over a half grade higher in their
classes than non-Excel students.
Excel isafun collaborative learning
environment where students gain leadership skills, better retention abilities,
better grades and new friends.
To become involved in Excel, visit
one of the workshops listed below, or
contact Brenda Zoellner at 341-4863 or
visit the Excel office in G-7 H-SS.
Workshop Date/Time Place
Chern I
TR 5:30
III Emao
126 Schrenk
MW3:00
Chern 3
II 0 Eman
MW 5:30
IIOEman
Math 4/6
TR 5:30
G-7H-SS
Math 8
MW 1:30
III Eman
-MW 3:00 · G-7H-SS
III Eman
TR 1:30
lIOEman
TR5:30
G-7H-SS
II0Eman
Math 21
MW 1:30
G-7H-SS
MW5:30 140 Schreok
G-7H-SS
112Eman
TR3:00
G-7H-SS
II0Eman
III Eman
Math 22
TR 5:30
I05H-SS
Math 204
TR5:30
112Eman
ME 219
TR 7:00
G-7H-SS
BE50
TR 3:00
311 Civil
Phys 23
MW2:30
112Eman
MW 5:30
III Emao
TR3:00
112Eman
Phys 24
TR 7:00
III Eman

Jimbob, back from the dead, reviews Pearl Jam, The -Din Pedals
by JimBob

Miner Music Review
Wassup Peoples??? Sorry for the
delay in getting down and dirty with the
music section. I know everyone including his or her brother was looking so
forward to it. The semester has been
driving me crazy and keeping me busier
than ever. I, however, have had time to
check out some bands as well as review
some pretty kickin' CD's from my
reCord label friends.
This week's reviews are on some
pretty cool 'bands, one you may have
heard of in particular would be Pearl
Jam. Yes, it was much awaited, but in
my honest opinion wasn't that impressing. Read the review and find out why.
As for concerts, I again have brought
back the concert listing.
The strange thing I notice about
Rolla is that there is a lal:k of places to
seelivebands. Ithinkpeopleknowwhat
I am talking about. Is it me or is Rolla
getting crusty. It could be the fact that
I have been here for some time, but the
lack oflive bands to see on the weekend,

even if it isn 't a chart topping group,
makes me wish something would come
through fora nightclub. Maybeoneday,
the university will spend some of its
millions of dollars that it collects from
students and open up a place rather than
keep building parking lots, but 1 don't
see that happening to soon .
I am still looking for people to write
in the music section. I again will say that
the benefits are pretty cool: get money,
get tickets, get to meet bands and pretty
much say, "Hey, 1 write for Jimbob."
OK, maybe that won't be a killer thing
to say in some places, but it never hurts.
Just swing by the new Miner office at
the old Sound tracks building and say
you want to write. We can always use
the writers.
My hands are getting cramped, so
1 will cut it short and let you read on to
the new and. improved version of the
Miner Music Review:
The Din Pedals
The Din Pedals
Sony Music
Performance: 7

Sound Quality: 7
Hey folks, I got a CD for you.
know there are a lot ofU21isteners out
there. When I first heard the album, 1
almost swore it was Bono, but after
listening a couple hundred times, I realized it wasn't. The similarities between
these guys and U2 are scary. A definite
must listen.
The album has I I songs and each
has. its own sound. Some bands like
Green Day have that common theme
sound to it that makes everyone know
who wrote it. Well, this band didn't
make that mistake. The album kick
starts you with "Kangaroo Kourt." This
3:31 song starts out with this synthesized violin sound and has frontman
JamesGrundlersinging, welcoming you
to the Din Pedal Sound. The band has
been around since 1990 but never really
got the recognition they deserve. You
might have heard asong from these guys
a wh i1e back oreven from the soundtrack
to "I Know What You Did Last Summer." I know the movie was pretty
much a flop, but the music on the CD

was pretty kickin' . Songs like "Aliens"
and "Pom .Star" are pretty much the
bread and butter of these guys. To sum
up, these guys in a less then apagewould
be pretty crazy, since they hit all parts
ofthe spectrum with their style of play.
1 would definitely'suggest you get a
copy of the CD .. .It was released this
week and should be available at the local '
Blockbuster. Ifnot,specialorderit. You
won't be disappointed.
Pearl Jam
Yield
Sony
Performance: 5.5
Sound Quality: 7
10. Great Album. VS. Good Album. Vitalogy. Yawn. Yield. Snore. I
really don't know what happened to
these guys. The album starts out rather
consistent with the newer PJ guitar
sound with the distorted guitars doing
some riffover and over. Later Ed 's voice
peels in. The album has a nice selection
of songs though, like "Brain of J" ( first
song), "Faithful:' "No Way:· "Given to

Fy," "Push Me-Pull Me," and "Low
Light." Fromthelistofsongsthatigave,
I would think maybe you will hear two
of them since they appear to be the best.
Eddie's voice doesn't seem to have that
untamed sound anymore; raspy and
loud is all he has left. I feel bad for saying
thisbecausetheguyhasdoneagreatjob
in his last albums, but 1think he needs to
spend more time on his vocals then
arguing with ticketsalescompaniesagain.
Yes, PJ has been in thepaperagain about
this.
Not much to say folks, sorry. It
just didn't inspire this music infested
brain ofmine; however, 1will say that if
I needed to pick a song that really did
something to me, then it had to be "No
Way." This song has that guitar playing
through a speakerphone sound with a
slight grove »3ttem on the drums. Not
very complex,just again arepetitive riff
and a floating vocal line. 1guesssimplicity is where its at. My suggestion is to
listen to it at Blockbuster or something
first. You may think it would be a waste
of money like I did, but then again, it is
PJ and it might be a good collector's item
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Tips and Quips for Writers:

Resume writing tips for job seekers
by Barbara Baird
Writing Assistant
Recently, I attended a resume writing session, taught by Chris Sowers
from the Career Opportunities Center.
During the session, Sowers stressed
several important
points to consider
when putting together a resume.
Since the Career
Fair is on the horizon (Thursday,
March 5), the importance of creating a resume that
does the talking for
you and that gets
you the interview
is crucial to your
success in the job
market.
Here are some
of the tips. You
may want to check .
over your resume

using a balance ofwhite space and placement of words. Keep the font neat,
possibly a sans serif, and keep the type
size at 10 or 12 points. A void using bold
colored paper; instead, use professional,
soft colors like white, cream, grey, blue
' or pink.

Use this format: Objective, Education, Experience, Activities & Honors, Computer Section.
Be truthful.
Use your spell checker.
Write and -rewrite several times.
Ask others, in and outside of your field,
to critique your
resume. (Bring
your resume to
the Career Opportunities Center or the Center
for Writing Technologies.)
Include a separate reference
sheet.
Mail your resume flat in a
large envelope.
If you
desire help with
the wording of
your resume ,

stop by the Center for Writing
Technologieson
or create a new reThursday, Feb- .
sume by following
ruary 19, bethese helpful tips.
Brian Gosnell (left) and Adam Loddeke work hard at the Writing
tween 3 - 4:30
AccordIng to
Center's
recent
resume
and
cover
letter
workshop.
p.m. An adviser
Sowers, your rephoto courtesy of Barbara Baird from the Career
sume is the first exOpportunities
ample ofyour comUndergraduates should keep their Center and several writing assistants
munication skills to a prospective employer. Your resume must make a posi- resumes to one page. Graduate students will be there to assist you with your
tive impact on the reader within the first may branch out and use two pages, resume writing.
There is also an Open House at the
10-20 seconds, since that is the average especially ifpublications, presentations
Center for Writing Technologies next
time a recruiter/employer spends look- and research projects are included.
ing over your resume. You must conIn the content oftheresume, check
Monday, February 23 , from 2 - 4:30
p.m.
sider the reader's eyes and direct him! your resume over for these tips:
her to your key words and strengths
Use outline form with no full senquickly.
Quip: "How do I know what I think until
tences.
You can accomplish this task by
I see what I say?"-E.M. Forster
Do not use "I."

AFROTC helps make Valentine's Day special
by Deborah Hummel
AFROTC
The reds, the pinks and the whites
all mixed together as the scissors and
glue were being used feverously. This
was the scene last Fiday, when the
cadets in Air Force ROTC volunteered
to help the students at the Choices for

People School gear up for the big day.
Choices for People is a school that
works with the mentally handicaped .
The school is designed to help the students develop a sense of importance and
pride. They also equip the students
with the knowledge to be self-sufficient
in the world outside the classroom.
The AFROTC cadets of Detach-

ment442 at UMR have enj oyed sharing
time with the students at the Choices for
People school for many years now.

Organizational Update
TE[J.hli~~lities:

UM~ TE[J~S ~()Si Well"ess Il~sb
i()~~y ~i U"ive~siiy [Je"iep
by Jen Carlson
UMRTechs
Attention all UMR students,
faculty and staff] UMR's Wellness
Bash is here again! Be sure to go by
UCE's Centennial Hall and Miner
Lounge today between 9 a.m. and 3
p.m.
In keeping with the theme of
total wellness, the emphasis will be
on the five aspects of a person ' s
lifestyle that need to be fit: physical,
emotional, social , spiritual and environmental. To help you make posi-

StuCo Minute:

Student Body President
elections approachingl
by Chris Polka
StuCo
Student Council will vote on
Club Appropriations funding at the
meeting next week, February 24. This
process, funded by a Student Activity Fee, supports new and existing
groups with equipment and projects
normally beyond their budgets. The
meeting will be held in 204 McN utt at
6:30 p.m. All students are invited to
attend Student Council meetings.
Student Body Presidential elections are also approaching. Full-time
students with a 2.5 UMR GPA and
30 hours of on-campus credit are
eligible to run. All interested candidates must submit a petition with
signatures and student numbers of

by Daniel K. McKulley Jr.

It's the middle of February and
the best ever St. Pat's 1998 is almost
here. Are you ready? The most importantthingyou need to be ready for
this year' s celebration is your St.
Pat 's merchandise. We now have a:
large selection of items on sale every
day at the Puck. If you don ' t make it
past the Puck, you may want to take
the time to stop by and check out our
sweatshirts, sweatpants, glassware
and dice, and don't forget about our
Gonzo cups which allow you admis.sion to Gonzo & Games. St. Pat's
merchandise looks great and is the
best way to show your support for
the 90-yeartradition that makes Rolla
famou s. Points for green sales are also
a large part of winning the overall St.
Pat's competition.
Anotherkey ingredient in being
ready for St. Pat's is having all the
information you need . Don't lose all
the time and money that you invested
or be disqualified from an event be-

engineCl
'ty. ln addil

200 students, a biography to be used
known aD
on informatio~aI posters, and up to lian corpora
$200 to cover carnp81gn expenses I
iud soci'
which will be matched by Student :'lI ib liar)
Council. This must be done by Feb- . emil
ruary 23 . There are a few other I
restrictions and requirements; if you ,
are interested, please contact Student
Council.
In the next few weeks, wewill be
working on the issues voiced by your
representatives. These include complaints about the-Student Health Services, instructor information in course
catalogs, and improvements to the
Campus Preview. Ifyou have suggestions about these or any other issues, l
please contact Student Council at
s t uco@umr . edu oreall our office
at 341-4280.

Irish Times:
St. Pat's merchandise on sale
St. Pat's Committee

The cadets teamed up with the
students to help start the holiday off
right. There was a flurry of excitement
as everyone put his or her valentine
making abilities to the test. It was not
long after they commenced upon the
construction paperthat beautiful valentines began to emerge. Next they
struggled to eloquently inscribe the precise verbiageon the cards to swoon their
valentines.
As the finishin g touches were
placed on the valentines, some people
were still wondering just to whom to
give their specially crafted 'note-of-Iove'.
Maybe you werejust so lucky to get one
of them.

tive choices in these areas, lots of
information and numerous giveaways
will beavailable.
Free cholesterol andblood sugar
screenings and weight and blood pressure checks are some of the services
that will be offered to assist you in
achieving these goals.
Many carnpus organizations and
local merchants have donated some
great door prizes so be sure and sign
up when you come by. Rememberto
look for the Techs booth! For more
information contact Student Health
at 341-422.5.

cause you don't know the rules.
Copies of the rules for Gonzo &
Games as well asFollieswill be handed
out to all organizations and your organization will be contacted about the
rules meeting that will be held next
week. Ifyou have any questions stop
by the Puck or our office in 210 UCWest or call us at 341-6025 during
regular business hours.
Don ' tget tooconcemed with all
the work because themain focusofSt
Pat' s is fun . Follies provides three
days of laughs and excitement while
Gonzo & Games offers a lot of good
natured competition and a two-day
outside party. This year Sun Sawed
In Half will be playing on Thursday
and Life In General plays on Friday.
This year after Coronation we are
hosting a Coronation Ball. The Coronation Ball is a black tie event open to
everyone so get dressed up and come
the Ball . The parade and concert end
the week in style making St. Pat's the
best ever for everyone. So get ready
because the 90th annual and best ever
St. Pat ' s is only 29 daze away

-
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you don't know
ROT C
Army
by Carla Roth
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Army ROTC is an organization
that promotes leadership, physical fitness and military ethic. It prepares some
UMR students to become officers in
the Army upon graduation and
yes, it does offer a rigorous
physical training program.
What you don't know
about Army ROTC is that
it offers more. · [n fact,
most of the organizations
within the ROTC program
are open to students without
any obligation to join the program. Some of these organizations
are: Society of Amerian Military Engineers, Raiders and Pershing Rifles..
The Society of American Military
Engineers (SAME) is a society that
supports the military, and the role of the
military engineer in perserving national
security. In additon, this organization is
well known and respected by many
civilian corporations. This nationally
recognized society will farniliarize you
with the mililllir); and possibly provide
you with some interesting con·tacts.
Along with our membership you will
receive a subscription to the Society of
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Who are you and why are you different than
by Jason Buchek and
Christina Madrid
Center for Personal and
Professional Development

short, tall,shy, outgoing, liberal, conservative, greek, residential-life, off-campus, traditional, non-traditional, young,
and not so young.
The next question you may ask is
" What can a diversity retreat do for
me?" Forthosewhoattended, itletthem
explore the reasons why we don ' t always associate with people different
than ourselves. It also allowed them to

They did this with a variety of
discussions, videos and games to bring
out the similarities and understanding of
themsel ves, those near to them and those
distant from them. It also brought out
a desire to learn and understand more
about those different from them.
The participants of thiS retreat
formed new friendships and they went
so far as to plan future events together.

Does this question ever cross your
mind? It crossed the minds of 25 students who attended the UMR Diversity
Retreat.
Diversity goes beyond race, gender, nationality
and culture. It's
about everyhing
that makes you
and me unique. It
includes everything from what
clothes you wear
to what kind of
ers.
beer you drink if
Per.sh.ing Rifles, a newly orgaany at all.
nized club, is also open to students.
The stuThis organization is a co-ed fratemal
dents w ho atorgani zation that focuses on military
tended the retreat
skills and excellence. Additionally,
ranged in the folPershing Rifles has its own rifle team
lowingways: Nithat competes against other uni versigeri a n, Indian ,
ties. Everyone iseligible tocompeteon
American, Venthe tearn, whether you are a skilled
ezuela, Chinese,
marksman or you have never held a rifle
Y u g o s la v ian ,
before. The focus of this organization is
Malays ian, Calion friendship and fun .
fomi an, AfricanFormore information about any of
American, Cauthese organiztions, contact the Military
casian , men , Students celebrate their differences at the UMR Diversity Retreat.
ScienceDeparttnentat341-4744or341women, all sexual
photocourtesyofthe Center ofPersonal and Professional Development
4742.
preferences,
get to know others and realize they are Thenextdiversityevent is scheduled for
not as different as they thought. They March 28, from I p.m. to 5 p.m. If
discovered there is more diversity inside interested, check out our web site at
shows in st. Louis unless othel'Wise noted.
one social grQup than there is across http: / /www .umr.edu/-counsel
3/1:2
Reel Big Fish @ Missis
social groups.
or call our office at 341-4211 .
sippi Nights
JOy SULLIVAN, 0wnen'StyIIt
-THE -PROFESSIONAL3/20-2) MU330 @ The Side Door
3/27
Vanilla Ice @Mississippi
• w.DI-Ina Welcome
Nights
• Student .~
3/28
Dread Zeppelin @ Blue

QlIIDcil at

benyHiIl

reallouroffice

708N.BIahopS..82

Seem@ The Galaxy
Vanill/! Ice@BlueNote
LisaLoebl S.arah Mclachlan
@'I'lieF\lx Theatre
Jo~~ @The Sheldop.
GeorgeSlrait@'f,WA,Dome
1;P.e Guess Who @ Fla
mmgoHilton-KansasCity,
MO

sale

TELEPHONE: 34NI800

KMNR

Genre

The Freshman Arts and Sciences Program offers free
tutoring to improveyour grades in Basic Arts and Sciences courses. Although funds are limited, tutors are
available for:
Chemistry 1,3,5,221 ,223,224,241 ,242
Compo Science 53,74,77,78, 153,158
Economics 121,122
English 20,60,75,80,105,106
French 1,2,70
German 1,2,70
History 111 , 112,175,176
Life History 110,1 12,115,211 ,221,
231 ;242,252

Spotlight
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Time

Name

Dave
Ryan
Missy
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Monda y ,1 2- 3am
Wednesday , 12 - 3am
Saturday,4-8pm
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Pun k- in fluen c ed
3rd-Wave
Two-Ton e , 3 rd-Wave

Ska may be f o un d on othe r dj ' s sh ows;
remember, we r ock all the t i me!

Disc~aimer:

rzt- aW2Y

Math 2,4,6,8,21,22,204,208
Philosophy 5, 15
Physics 21 ,23,24,25
Political Sci. 90
Psychology 50,140,200 levels
Russian 1,2,80
Sociology 81
Spanish 1,2,80
Statistics 115, 116,215

For more information contact Mary Ann PuUey at
341-6937 or stop by 235 HISS and fill out a tutor
request form.

Tune in to KMNR, 89 .7 FM. These dJ's play mostly ska music
on their shows. These are times you will hear them on the air .
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American Military Engineers magazine.
It is definitely a society worth checking
out.
Another organization that ROTC
sponsors is Raiders. this organization is
for the adventurous type. Raiders participate in paint ball, rappelling and
land navigation . Raiders also
teaches itsJ.l1embers survival
and basic rifle marksmanship techniques. · [f you
are tired of the same old
boring meetings and are
looking fora different kind
of organi zation, try Raid-

AnnyROTC

~~--------Mi$ouri

~
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Organizations' and volunteers needed Siskel's Flick of the Week
Gene Siskel
for Spring Preview Sessions byCoJlege
Press Exchange
byDianaAIt

OSAC
Freshman Preview is quickly approaching, and the Orientation Stu.dent
Advisory Committee is in the process
of putting together an Organization Fair,
held during each Spring Preview. This
is an excellent opportunity for your
organizations to shownext year' s freshman class what types of activities are
available at UMR, as well as an opportunity for organizations to jump start
next year's recruiting effort.
The fairs will beheld from 4 - 6 p.rn.
on February 20, March 13,AprilIOand
April 24. If your organization is interested in participating, please send the
information requested at the end ofthis
articletodiana@Umr.edu.
Here are some points to remember
about the Organization Fairs: The fair
on Feb. 20 will be held in the Carver
Turner Room and the UCE Cafeteria.
All otber fairs will beheld outside by the
Puck unless weather prohibits, in which

case they will be held in Carver Turner
and the Cafeteria
OSAC prefers that no more than
two people from each organization work
the tables at a time. If your organization
requires more than two people, please
let us know.
A table and two chairs will be
provided for each organization. Your
organization is not required to participate in every Organization Fair. However, if you sign up to participate and
then do not show up without e-mailing
diana@umr . edu by 8 am. thedayof
the .fair, you wi ll not be allowed to
participate in any other Organization
Fairs this year.
We look forward to yourorganizations participation in Preview! [f you
have any further questions, feel free to
e-mail diana@umr . edu. To register
for the organization fair, please reply
with the information requested below:
Organization Name:
Contact Person Name and Title:
Contact Person e-mai l address:

Which dates would you like to participate: Feb20, March 13, April I 0, Apri l

.Our flick ofthe week is "Sphere,"
yet another science-fiction ,
alien-monsteron-the-Ioose
picture , this
time with a very
good
cast:
o u s tin
Hoffman ,
Samuel L. Jackson and Sharon
Stone are part
of a team of
American scientists sent to
deal wi th the
discovery of an alien spacecraft found
in the Pacific Ocean.
In a story that offers more frustration than delight, the spacecraft
contains a large, bronze sphere that
reflects more than light. As the team
of investigators, under the direction
of Peter Coyote, quarrel and probe,

24?

TheOrientation Student Advisory
Committee is currently looking for student volunteers to assist with the upcoming freshman preview sessions. This
is a good way for students to get involved on carnpusand givea little back
to the university.
Volunteers are needed to held with
lunch from II :45 a.m. - I :30 p.m. and
with academic planning from 2:45 - 6: 15
p.m. There will be two volunteer training sessions; one on Tuesday, February
17 at 5:30 p.m. in Chemistry G-3, and
one on WedneSday, February 18 at 6:30
p.m. in H-SS G-7. All volunteers are
asked to attend one training session.
If you or someone in your organ ization is interested in volunteering, they
can e-mail or call me at 308-1538 with
the following information: name, e-mail,
times of day available, dates available,
and training session attending.
Thank you for your help!

probe and quarrel , they are suddenly
shocked by communication they receive on their computer. Could it be
that an alien is on-line? Talk about
"You've Got
Mail!"

M

UMR film festival presents two Keaton movies
BUY RECYCLED ..

UMR Announcements

y

biggestproblern
with the story
is that to see the
likesofthiscast
cower
and
scream and be
dazzled with
special effects
just makes me
sigh.
Director Barry
Levinson("Wag
the Dog") obviously wanted to make
a smart, futuristic monster movie but
he can't get completely away from
loud noises, the threat ofagiant squid
and' other staples of the genre. I enjoyed the scenes involving the computerbut that was about it. PG-13. 21/2 stars.

The UMR film festival proudly presents Buster
Keaton's "College" and "The Electric House" with piano
accompaniment by Robert Sallier and directed by James
W. Home.
Buster plays Ronald, a college freshman who in
order to impress the girl of his dreams, tries out for all
college sports, producing a series of hilarious funny
athletic failures and a triumphant finale. [n the "Electric
House" (1922) Buster, armed with a degree in botany,
agrees to install electricity in a millionaire's house.

AND SAVE:

When you buy products made from recycled materials,
recycling keeps working. To find out more, call1-8DO-CAll-EDF.

Will your company grow as fast as you do?
Almost every company's recruiting ad promises you rapid growth. Before
making any decisions, ask them how fast they' re growing. After all, you're going
to have trouble moving up if your company isn't.
Over the last five years, Andersen Consulting grew on the average of 20% pe'r
year.
Compare that figure to any other firm you: re considering. [t could be the difference between geUing ahead and banging your head.
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ANDERSEN
CONSULTING
For more information. please visit
our website at: http://www.ac.com

Come Visit Our Representatives
Wednesday, February 25, 1998 at 6:30 p.m.
Engineering Management Auditorium
Room 103
All majors are welcome. Casllal attire is appropriate.
S/la cks and beverages will be served.
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Miner Swimmers to enter ~ideast Regional
Championship Saturday
by Kristen Hartman
Staff Writer
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With nine swimmers already qualified for
nationals, the University of Missouri-Rolla .
swim team will enter the Mideast Regional
Championship meet hoping to increase that
number and to swim a strong team meet.
For those swimmers who do not qualify
for nationals, regionals will be their last meet of
the ·s eason. Therefore, it is important for the
swimmers who will go to regionals restell and
shaved as well as the national qualifiers who
will not be rested or shaved to prepare themselves to have strong performances in their last
meet as a complete team.
"I'mjust going to let my adrenaline take
over and see what happens," Eric Carter, fresh-

man, said.

~,

HDF

The Miners won regionals last year and
will enter tI:!e meet this year looking for a another victory.
"There's a lot of tough competition, but
we're going to try to win it," David Nurre,
sophomore, said.
The team's toughest competition will be
the University of Northern Iowa, a Division I
team that will be entirely rested and shaved;
Truman State who has national qualifiers and
will, like the Miners, be partially rested and
shaved and the University of Indianapolis who
will likely be entirely rested and shaved as well.
"It will be tough for us because we won't·
be at full strength by any stretch of the imagination. The guys who are rested and shaved
will be ready to go. Those who aren't will have
to prepare emotionally to have strong performances. I think everyone is ready to swim a.
strong championship meet," head coach Mark
Mullin said.
When the Miners won regionals last year,
three swimmers had qualified to nationals going
into the meet, thus the majority of the team
was rested and shaved. This year, 10 swimmers will be rested and shaved and eight will
no!. This will make winning regionals more of a
challenge.
Nurre, who is one of the national qualifiers, suggests how the unrested swimmers prepare themselves to help the team meet this challenge.
.
"You have to stay positive and cheer for
everybody else and make sure everybody else
does well," Nurre said .
A lot of strategy is involved in swimming. The level of competition and the type of
training play important roles in this strategy.
Emphasis is put on competition because, like in
any sport, the importance of performing will
increases in competitions such as reg ionals. In
swimming, the regional meets have 25 to 35
swimmers that compete in one event, unlike six
swimmers competing in each event at a dual
meet. Having a plan for each race contributes
to a swimmer's performance.

"Swimming a smart race is important. It ' s
important to have a good strategy and follow
through with that strategy," Mullin said.
Also, a tremendous emphasis is put on
the strategy involved in training. The tapering
process that allows a swimmer to become rested
for a meet is an important aspect of this strategy as is shaving a swimmer for a meet. The
coaches must get to know how each swimmer
performs rested and unrested in order to plan
their training accordingly.
"The disparity . between rested and
un rested times varies from swimmer to swimmer," Mullin said.
For example, senior Randy Jones, who is
a national qualifier, began tapering at the end of
last week. Although he will not be fully rested,
he is the only qualifier who will have tapered
for regionals. Since Jones has been in the program for four years, the coaches know ·that he
does not swim well in-season and that having a
short rest before regionals will benefit his performance.
"We feel that by giving ~im [Jones] a little
bit of a rest and shave, he will compete well at
regionals, and it will give him confidence going
into nationals," Mullin said.
A training strategy becomes extremely important when swimmers qualify for nationals
,
at the regional meet.
The team is hopeful that junior Todd
Lundberg will qualify in the lo)U-yard freeslyle,
an event' in which he did not qualify last year.
"My" time my freshman year would
qualify, but I had a bad year last year," Lundberg
said. "I think Coach has given us a good taper,
and I'm ready to swim fas!."
.
If Lundberg does qualify, he will have to
build up his training again in the three weeks
before nationals since he will be fully rested for
regionals. Since he is a distance swimmer, he
must not let his endurance decline.
.
"He'll [Lundberg] do a short work phase
and 'then go back into a tapering phase. When
two meets are that close togeiher, you have to
be careful with-cardiovascular endurance. The
distance swimmer n.eeds to maintain a training
base but not be worked too hard," Mullin said.
Sprinters, on the other hand, can undergo
a longer taper because they need to make sure
all of their muscles are well rested.
All of these factors will be essential to
the team 's success at the regional meet and at
nationals.
Although only half the team will be rested
the .Miners enter their championship season as
a stronger team than they were a year before
with only three swimmers qualified to nationals going into the regional meet. With nine swimmers qualified so' far this year, that is already
more than the eight that went to nationals last
year. The Miners, with a strong showi ng at
regionals, hope to increase their chances ofimproving upon last year ' s eighth place national
standing.

Swimmer Michael Norris competes in a recent Miner home meet. The Miner
swim team will travel to the Mideast Regional Championships. The Miners ranked
first in regionals last season.
photo by Wendy Hoffman

.
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Miners to face Lions in last home game
by Todd Monroe
Staff Writer
This week the University of MissouriRolla men ' s basketball team heads into the final
two games of the regular season, both of which
are vital to the post-season future of the ball
team. Tonight, the Miners will face off with
Missouri Southern for their final home game of
the regu lar season, with gametime currently
scheduled for 5:45 p.m. Saturday will conclude
the regular s~ason when UMR travels to
Bolivar, MO to do battle against Southwest Baptist. Tipoff is set for 7:30 p.m.
The la st time UMR played Missouri
Southern, the Miners lost an 87-75 decision on
the road. The Miners are now currently in a
sixth place tie in the conference with Missouri
Southern and Truman State (6-8. apiece, as of
February 15), and with both teams vying for a
good postseason spot, this game has definite
impact on standings and has the potential to be
a hotly contested match. The Miners wish for
all the fan support that they can get, and everyone is encouraged to attend this final home game
of the season to view som.e 'playoff-'spirit basketball, and root the home team on . The Miners were able to pull out a two point victory
over Southwest Baptist, the last time they met,
52-50, on January 28.
The curren't standings in the Mid-America
Intercollegiate Athletics Association have number 14 Northwest Missouri State in the lead,
with a 12-1 record , Missouri Western wi th a
10-3 record , Pittsburg State at 9-4, Washburn
and Central Missouri State tieCl for fourth at 85, Southwest Baptist with a record of 3-8, Emporia State at 2-'11 and Lincoln with a record of
1-12. These results were the standings as of
February 12.
Wi th the last three teams out of the hunt
for a postseason bid, coach Dale Martin believes that if the Miners can win the remaining
games on the sched ule, it appears that they will
travel to Pittsburg State or Missouri Western
for the first game of the playoffs. There is a

chance that UMR might play Northwest if the
next two games result in losses. The Miners
have beaten both Pittsburg State and Northwest Missouri, ranked numbers 15 and 14 in
the nation, respectively, for Division II men's
basketball. Missouri Western, however has
emerged the victor when the Miners have met
them this season.
Wednesday, February II , the Miners traveled to Jefferson City to take on Lincoln University. The Miners came out ahead in virtually every statistic, and in the main statistic,
with a 95-59 win .
After shooting almost 58% in the first
hal f, the Miners built a first half lead of 51 to
27.
The Miners did not let up much in the
second period either, wi th the score ending as
in a 36 point win for the UMR squad.
"We played pretty well against Lincoln.
Lincoln was a team that was really depleted
with their players, due to injury and some out
because of suspensions. However, we did not
let that bother us at all. We shot the ball extremely well against a three-two zone. Cory
Brunson led all scorers, shooting eight of thirteen from behind the line, and Ryan Pippett
played well. He had a double-double, with II
rebounds and 20 points. Overall, it was a tremendous effort, and we got good play from a
lot of people," Martin said.
The Miners were still missing players due
to injury themselves and have had to deal with
that problem for most of this portion of the
season.
"We tried to [get as many minutes out of
as many players as possible] , but it is very
difficult, because we are depleted as well, due
to injury. Our inside game is really lacking at
this stage of the season because of the injuries,
but we have been getting good play from
Brunson, Holly, Guster, and Conkright. Kevin
Robertson played a few minutes Wednesday
night, and we hope he will be playing a few

see Basketball on page 10
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The life of a hippie,
the heart of a tiger
by Brad Neuville
Assistant Sports Editor
Picabo Street is way coo l. There is just something about her that makes us
all grin. Maybe it has something to do with her Cat in the Hat name, her big-cheek
smi le, the way she grew up with hippie parents high in the mountains, her ever
present eagerness to babb le on about everrything from sex to Zen to the president,
her ability to meditate and listen to Jamiroquai while European foes arc going
psychotic before their runs.
"Life's about being able to chi ll and have fun ," she said, "until it's time to
un leash my tiger within ."
No one could have said it better. There is nothing more fitting about Picabo
than her tiger within. She even has an orange tiger design on her sk i helmet. She has
another term for the tiger within her, something anatom icall y impossible for her
which we' ll leave as guts.
Most ski racers would have surrendered to the ski gods after wrecking a
left knee 14 months before the Olympics. And for just a li ttle wh ile last winter,
Picabo did allow herself moments of self-pity. She admits to looki ng at her knee
and crying after the accident.
But Picabo isn't li ke most ski racers. Picabo isn't li ke most people. She
dedicated herselfto strenuous rehab, a reg imen that wou ld have tested wi ll s of th e
strongest, mightiest male athl etes. It was a program that wou ld have made Jerry
Rice, the San Fransisco 4ger star who came back from asi mil ar knee injury in five
months, very proud. Some thought she was in denial, incl uding Georg Capaul , the
U.S. women's development coach, who to ld her less than a year ago that she would
need two years to recover.
Yet some were impressed. Like coach Andreas Rickenbach, who brought
Picabo to the slope at Hakuba last summer and let her ride dow n the Olympic
course, on his back!
The miracle that is P.icabo Street arrived last Wednesday. In a victory that
mesmerized th e sk i world, she brought glory to medal-starved America and injected excitement into a Winter Games sorely in need of it: Picabo won the women's
super-G. Even more amazing is the fact that the super-G isn't even Picabo's best
discipline. And she did so with typical fl air, winn ing the cl osest Alpi ne race in
Olympic history while weari ng dow nhill sk is three inches longer than super-G
skis. In the skiing world this was as un predictable as it gets. In a sport where
results, tradi tions and tendencies usuall y go true to form Pi cabo Street deli vered
what she is best at, the unexpected.
It all seemed to hit her hours after her triumph. It was nighttime in Central
Square, the epicenter of downtown Nagano, and thousands of screaming Japanese
had come to salute Picabo at the victory ceremony with eardrum-piercing horns,
horns which have been constantl y buzzing at every skiing venue. When she arri ved, and then walked through the crowd on a neon-lit elevated pathway, she
cou ldn't control herself. The tears started pouring again, as they had at the bottom
of the slope, as they had when she hugged her parents, as they had she when talked
to CBS and an American pub lic that wants to know more about her.
"I can't beli eve it. [ CAN-NOT believe it. This is the happiest day of my
life," she said . "To come so far after tearing apart my knee, it's a miracle. There's a
big program go ing on for me here and I'm j ust going along for the ride. I'mjust
happy I'm bl essed with the abiliti es I have and the know-how to make it all
happen in here," pointing to her head.
Picabo received her medal from Jean-Claude Ki lly, the three-time gold medalist in Grenoble in 1968, who remains the most hall owed name in skiing. For
maybe the onl y time in her life, Picabo actuall y seemed in awe as Ki ll y reached
over to present her the gold, then left a peck on each of her cheeks. As only Picabo
can, she leaned over and pecked him back. He whispered a few words, she grinned.
It was a classic Picabo momcnt.
Thcn came the national anthem. Tears flowing again, for the fifth time?, she
shouted the words, belted them out. "A nd the land of the FREEEEEEEEEEE, and
the home of th e BRAAAAAAAAA VE!" The next verse was a little less classic -"WHOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO!! !"--went Picabo, jumping uncontroll ably
on the stage and doi ng several raise-the-roof gestures before runni ng off with her
boyfriend and sou lmate, J.J. Lasley. By the way, if you're wondering what kind of,
person it takes to be Picabo's soulmate Lasley as a Stanford running back, once
posed for the schoo l newspaper in nothing more than hi s helmet covering his
private parts. Can you see them together now?
Suddenly, the girl who emerged as a Gen-X fad in Lillehammer is on the
verge of becoming the most famous skier in American history. Think. Who has
made a bigger dent? Phil Mahre? Bi ll Johnson? Tommy Moe? They had their
moments, but no stayi ng power. In the age of big media, a personality like Picabo
will explode, as if she doesn't have enough deals wi th Nike (introducing her Air
Max Electri fy shoe this week), Rossignol skis, Spyder gear, United Ai rlines,
Chapstick, Pepsi and Rolex . Before, you saw the ads occasionall y. Now, you wi ll
sec them in heavy rotati on. Picabo is th e Denn is Rodman of skii ng, but wi th out
the hair and atti tude. She is a personali ty who just hapens to be a great story and
a great sk ier.
Not even the record books can argue with her cl ai m to bei ng the most
famous American skier of all time. The on ly U.S. skier, male or fema le, to win two
gold medals in one Olympics was Andrea Mead Lawrence, who won the slalom

see Picabo on page 12
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from page 9
more minutes when we get to the
postse aso n tournament," Martin said.
After many games in which the
Miners seemed to struggle offensively,
against Lincoln UMR had the game going in their favor.
"We shot the ball well from the
perimeter, did a ni ce job of findi ng the
open man and had extremely good ball
movement. We were getting wide open
shots and we hit them.
These guys arc getting scholarships to represent themselves and the
university, and in that particular game,
wedid extremely well , and did the things
that we needed to do to win," Martin
said .
Defensively, the team was reported to have played very well , doing
a nice job of stopping the ball and pl aying as a team. Coach Martin bel ieved
that this was the first time that the team
had ' fo und thejugular' and didn't lose
their killer instinct and let up during the
game.
Leadi ng th e Mi ne rs was
Brunson with 26 points and four assists, fo ll owed by Pippett, wi th 20
points, II boards, Scott Holl y had 17
points, six assists, and fo ur board s,
Robert Guster made 12 points and seven
boards,Kevin Robertson finished with
eight points in II minutes of play, Marc
Tompkins had six points and three rebounds [a lso in II minutes], Rya n
Matthews ended wi th fo ur points and
eight boards, and Jamey Dent contributed two points. Also seeing action
were Shomari Tillman, with one board,
and Kevi n Conkright with three assists,
two rebounds.
Leadin g Lincoln was And re
Murray with 22 points and three assists.
The Rolla men then travell ed to
Topeka, Kansas to meet Washburn .
This game was not nearly so much in
favor as the first, and UMR ended thi s
game in defeat to the tune of77-55.
The game began with the Miners
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Holly takes ·the ball around his opponent from SBU. The
photo by Ryan Shawgo
Miners take on MSSC tonight.
being down 15-0 after seven minutes of
play. The Miner's cut the lead down to
28-25, but some charges and bad shots
on Roll a's part put them down 38-25 at
half. UMR couldn 't recover and were
outscored 39-30 in the second half. The
Miners played seven men to
Washburn 's rotation of 12.
"We started very slowly. Marc
Tompkins did not play any minutes in
th is game, because hi s back was bothering him. We basically only had two
players inside [Matthews and Pippett).
They combined for six for 15 from the
field , but only had fi ve rebounds each,
and turned the ball over a little bit. Holly
shot the ball extremely well from behind the line, he was five for 10 from
behind the three-point line . Kevi n
Robertson played hi s longest minutes
since before Christmas [23). He has
given us some scoring punch, which we

need, and he has also given us some
more competitiveness in the game. Cory
Brunson did not play poorl y, but did
not shoot the ball well. We did not have
very good guard play out of [Brunson
and Guster]. Washburn's depth and
their size reall y hurt us. We did force
them into 20 turnovers, but we got outrebounded 4 I -20.We shot poorly from
the line, which really hurt us. [fwe had
hit our free throws, I really thought we
wou ld have been in the game," Martin
said .
Leading the Miners was Holly,
wi th 19 points an d three boards ,
Robertson had I I points and three
assists, Pipp ett had 10 points and
five rebound s, Matthews had five
points and five rebounds, Conkri ght
had six point s and three boards ,
Guster had two points and Brunson
had two points.
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Mo. Southern
at UMR
Site: Rolla, Mo.
Date: Wednesday,
Feb. 18,1998
Time: 5:45 p.m. COT
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UMR at SW
Baptist
Site: Bolivar, Mo.
Date: Saturday,
Feb. 21 ,1998
Time: 5:30 p.rn: COT
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Lady Miners: Amy Mill iken, Miranda Beadles, Emily Mills, Jackie Kelbe , Sarah Wilcox.
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Two losses leave women out of postseason play
by Chuck Auk/and

Staff Writer
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The University of MissouriRolla Lady Miners Basketball' team
suffered two more Mid-America Athletic Association Conference losses
last week, eliminating them from post
season play this year. The Miners
fell to Lincoln University, 66-55, on
the February II in Jefferson City and
to Washburn University, 68-76, on
Saturday in Topeka, Kansas. The
Washburn game was their fourth
straight loss bringing their overall
record to 8-16 and 2-12 in the MIAA.
With only two games left in the season, the ladies cannot make it to the
eighth spot in the conference. Only
the top eight teams qualify for the
playoffs.
However, as head coach Linda
Roberts points out, the Miners are
still playing with a lot of heart.
"We played really well against
Washburn. It was probably our best
38 or 39 minutes of the season. We
shot well, hustled , didn't commit a
lot of turnovers. Unfortunately, the
game was decided in the last couple
of minutes and we weren't able to
come up with the win,:~ Roberts said .
The Miners were within three
points with I :56 left in the game
against the Lagy Blues . A lay-up by
senior guard Jamie Martens brought
the score to 63-66. The following
possession, the Mine~s stopped the

Blues but were not able to come
down with the rebound. They were
then forced into a game of fouling to
try and stop the clock. However,
the Blues were a perfect 10 for 10 at
the foul line during the last I :26 sealing the victory.
"We played as well as we could
in my opinion. The game is played
over 40 minutes and a lot of things
happen during that time. But unfortunately, some games seem to be decided by one or two moments. We
had our chance late but weren't able
to come up with the rebound," Roberts said . "We had some nice games
from some of our players. [Debra]
Gronewoller had a good game with
16 points. Also [Emily] Mills
stepped it up when we needed it, especially at the three point line. And
Amber [Fischer] had a great game."
Roberts added .
Gronewoller led the team in
scoring with 16 points in 22 minutes
of play. Thi s was the seventh time
this seaso n that the junior forward
has led the team in scoring . She also
leads the team in rebounding this year.
Mills came off the bench to add 14
points with 12 of those coming from
beyond the three point arc. Fischer
also added 14 points followed by
Miranda Bead les with nine. Co ll ectively, the Miners shot a respectable .
48% from the field hitting on 45% in
the first half and 50% in the second.
On the boards, Fischer and

Mills led the team with five rebounds
a piece. They were followed by Shanno n Perry and Martens with four
each.
Defensively , the Miners had
six steals and held the Blues to 44%
shooting from the field.
The key statistic that the Miners were unable to overcome was foul
shooting. The Lady Miners only
we nt to the line six times and hit five.
However, the Blues were sent 32
times and were able to hit on 27 of
them.
At Lincoln, the foul lin e
trouble was apparent as well. The
Miners were only down 30-32 going
into the second halfhaving hit on 10
of II shots from the line. However,
the second halfwas a different story.
The Miners only got to the line on
four occasions, hitting only two. The
Lady Blue Ti gers went to the line 21
times in the second period and hit 14
of their shots. A 12 point diffe rence
is difficult to make up from the fi eld .
Adding to their troubles, the
Miners did not shoot as well as they
did agai nst Washburn only hitting on
37% from the fie ld and were on ly
three for 12 from the three.point line.
Amy Milliken had her second
20 plu s point game of the season to
lead the Miners in scoring with 20
points. Unfortunate ly, she did not
get much help from the rest of the
team. Following Milliken was
Gronewoller and Jackie Kelble, each

adding eight points.
The Miners had a tough night
rebounding the ball as well. They
had only 29 boards compared with
the Blue Tigers who had 44. Fischer
led the team in this category grabbi ng
s ix followed by Gronewoller with
five .
The ladies are back in town tonigh t for their last home game of the
season. They wi ll try to avenge a
77-82 overtime lo ss January 21
agai nst the Missouri Southern State
College Lady Lions.
"We're really looking forward

to the [Missouri] Southern game coming up. They beat us in overtime on
their court in a game I felt we should
have won," Roberts said.
Tonight's game wi ll be the last
for the four seniors on the team;
Fi scher, Martens, Mills and LeAnn
Farmer. Tip offis at 5:45. Come out
and show your support.
The Miners wi ll then wrap up
the season with a road game against
Southwest Baptist University on
Saturday in Bolivar. They beat the
Lady Bearcats at home on January
28,78-72.

M-Club Athlete
This week's M-Club athlete of the week is
sophomore swimmer Tom Beccue. Beccue had
an excellent meet Friday, Feb. 7 against Division
I Southwest Missouri State. Beccue won both
the 50 yard freestyle and the 100 yard freestyle
and was a member of the Miners first place 400
freesty le relay team.
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Four UMR athletes place in Mule
by Brad Neuville
Assistant Sports Editor
On Fr id ay, February 13 the
Miner and Lady Miner track and field
teams took to the road and competed in
one of the largest meets of the indoor
season , the Mule Relays hosted by
Central Missouri State.
"There were over 700 entries in
the meet," coach Sarah Preston said. "It
was a huge meet. Most of the conference schools were there."
Despite many excellent performances only three UMR athletes scored
in the meet.
Two Lady Miners placed in the
meet . Freshman Rachael Kuro was
fourth in the high jump with ajump of
5'-3.75". In the mile Jenn ifer Frazer
placed 5th with a 5: 18.23 .
"Jennifer's time was like a seven
second personal best," Preston said. "It
was a tremendous effort. We've been
training her [Frazer] for the 3000 so we
wer~ a little surprised that she ran that

both the men's and women's distance
runners ran shorter di stances at this

fa st."

Matt Hagen was the only Miner
to place, coming in fourth place in the meet.
"W e've been trainin g speed
mile.
".. .Matt Hagen was fou rth out lately," Preston said. "Many of the disof a fi eld of 39 in the mile," Preston tance runners ran shorter races than they
said . "He ran a personal best time of will at conference."
Acco rdin g to Preston, many
4:26.07."
"My race in the mile was a good other UMR athletes had an excellent
one," Hagen said. "I set a new personal meet as ;"'ell .
Abigail Knapp had collegiate
best in that mile race.
"One thing that I really liked about bests in the high jump, long jump and
the race was that there were a lot of triple jump. Tracy Jones had another
conference runners in it. It's always solid performance in the 800 meter run
nice to run well against conference foes." with a time of 2:28. Two freshman,
Hagen also competed in the four Nick Ragsdale and Matt Borman, had
by 800 meter relay. He wasn't quite as identical times of I: 17.33 in the 600
meter run. And Jason Reneau broke
pleased with that performance.
"I ran the four by 800 but it the 17 minute barrier in the 5000 meters
wasn't particularly good," Hagen said. with a time of 16:54.
"He [Reneau] had been kind of
"I train for the 3000 [meters] and
stepped down to the mile [in this meet] stuck on that 17 minute mark," Preston
to work a faster pace. The 800 is even said. "Once you break it for the first
further and it's tough to compete at that time you know you can do it again. They
[meet officials] screwed up the count
distance when you don't train there. "
Preston explained that many of [of the number oflaps run1and he could
have run even faster. We had to run
over and tell him to keep running."
The next sceduled meet for the
UMR track teams is the conference
meet set for Sunday and Monday,
March I and 2. However, P~eston indiU.S. Sponsor
cated that a few team mambers may
travel to Columbia this weekend to
St. Bonaventure Univ., NY
compete in the Mizzou Open.
Ms. Alice Sayegh
"There are no qualifying stan(716) 375-2574
dards," Preston said. "There are a few
people that need another competition
Truman Slate Univ., MO
to stay sharp for conference."
Dr. Patrick Lecaque
(8 16) 785-4076
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IRELAND
Maynooth College

• Irish Studies
• Liberal Arts
·2.9 G.P.A. Required

University of Limerick
• Irish Studies
• Liberal Arts and Sciences
• Business and Engineering
·2.9 G.P.A. Required
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Picabo

from page 10
and giant slalom in 1952. In fact, only four women's skiers ever have doubled
in a single Olympic competition, and the only one to have won the prestigious
downhill was Rosi Mittermaier, then of West Germany, in 1976.
Saturday moming Picabo saw her chance to be a two-time gold medalist
postponed by bad weather. She is one of the favorites in the downhill , her best
race. If she wins, Nagano might go down as the Picabo Games, at least in America.
She has come a long way from Triumph, Idaho, her hometown which has
a roaring population of 50. For the first three years of her life she didn't even have
a name. But before a vacation to Mexico, her parents realized she needed a name
for her passport. So, they let her pick it. .They offered "Picabo," the-name of a
southem Idaho town and a Native American word for "shining waters." The
toddler nodded her head.
Ron and Dee Street were products of the hippie movement who -raised
Picabo and her brother, Baba, with chickens and pigs in the back yard and no TV
in the house. They didn't have the means to buy her lavish ski wear. So when she
learned the sport at nearby Sun Valley, she was exposed-to taunts from rich kids,
which prompted Picabo and Baba to beat them up. As she emerged in the U.S. ski
community, teammates didn't like her. They felt she goofed around, didn't stay i.n
shape and threw too many obscenity-laced fits-problems that got her tossed
from the national tearn in 1990.
Since then, Picabo has meshed her free-spiritedness with dedication, which
has set her apart in the sports world. She feels no pressure from the outside
because she applies herself. She has found that precious balance of self, country
and community which many never find . Since Lillehammer, where she won
silver, she has transcended skiing's every-four-years stigma to become not only
an Olympic skiier, but an entertainer as well.
Barely a year after ACL reconstruction and only days after a scary crash
in Sweden that briefly knocked her out-and made her want to "run to my mom"
as she put it - Picabo Street has saved what was bec;oming a rather boring Nagano
Games. I getthe feeling that that tiger within her is only getting started.
Brad Neuville is th'e Miner's Assistant Sports Editor. He comes from the
land of cheese and knows all about the snow and ice that Picabo likes to traverse.
If you have any questions, comments, ideas or gripes feel free to contact him at
bj n@Umr • edu.

For more information , contact

Dr. Patrick Lecaque
Truman State Un iversity
Center fo r Internati onal Ed.
Kirk Building 120
Kirksville, MO 6350 I
(816) 785-4076

University College Galway
• Irish Studies
• Liberal Arts and Sciences
• Marine Science
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required
12th& PINE 364-33 I I
RlGlITNEXTTO CAMPUS

SUMMER SCHOOL FOR PEOPLE

ON THEIR WAY TO TIlE TOP.
THE MINERS FAVORITE HANGOUT
Look What's On Tap!

If you didn't sign up
for ROTC as a freshman
or sophomore, you can
catch up this summer by
attending Army · ROTC
Camp Challenge, a paid
five-week course in
leadership.
Apply now! You'll

i

develop the leadership
skills and self-confidence you need to
succeed in college and
beyond. And you may
qualify for advanced
officer training when
you return to campus
next fall.
;;i;!

Gulness
Bass
Newcastle

Killian's
Foster's
Coors Lite
Boulevard
Samuel Adams Miller Lite

Bud Lite
Bud
Icehouse

ARMY ROTC
THE SMAIl'I1St mLLEGE mURSE YOU CD 1UE

For details, vts1t Room 301, Harris Hall or call
341-4744
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Sports?

Rugby to play in Baton Rouge
career.

by Brad Neuville
Assistant Sports Editor
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The UMR Rugby Cl ub team played
its first game of the wi n ter/ sprin g se mester o n S unday , Febru ary 15 .
T he game pi tt ed UMR, nickna med
th e Ruggers, agai nst a team from Fo rt
Leo nard Wood na med th e Pi gs . UMR
wo n by a score o f 24 -0.
Brad e n Lu ke, Da n Feag un s, Jake
Smith a nd Will Yo unt sc or ed fo r th e
R uggers w hose reco rd is n ow 1-0.
Smith also rec ieved t he Z ulu Warrio r award .· Th e awa rd is g iven to a pl aye r
w hen he record s tli e fi rs t po ints of h is

T he g ame was a n impress ive v ictory fo r the Ruggers . Muc h of the team
has not played togethe r mu c h d ue to seve ra l pe rsona l ch a nges s ince las t semeste r. Severa l firs t- time players, in c luding
Smith, st epped up an d had exce ll e nt
games at th eir pos iti o ns.
D ue to th e inclement wea th er, in
future ho me games th e Ruggers will su ppl y jerseys to fans atte ndi ng th e game to
keep wa rm and dry.
Th e Ru gge rs w ill next t ravel to
Bato n R ou ge, La . t o co m pe te in th e
Ma rdi G ras Tourn ame nt on Februa ry 2 1
and 22.
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Miner Scores & Stats
,Women 's Basket~:a·11

:rascarycn;l
mtomymom'

bonngNagaoo

UMR (11-12, 6-7) at Lincoln (4-19, 1-12)

started.

UMR (1 1-12,6-7) at Lincoln (4-19, 1-12)

:omesfrom tht

lestotravCllt

Team
UMB
Lincoln

,eontacthiml

1st half
51
27

2nd half
44
32

Final
95
59

1st half
30
32

2nd half
25
34

Final
55
66

Leading Scorers
UMR: Cory Brunson 26, Ryan 'Pippett 20, Scott
Holly 17, Robert Guster 12:

Leading Scorers
UMR: Amy Milliken 20, Debra Gronewoller 8,
Jackie Kelbe 8.

Lincoln: Andre Murray 22, Ryan Larue 12.

Lincoln: Andrea Sykes 23, Akia Haggard 18,
Nyree Young 11.

UMR at Washburn
Team
UMR
Washburn

1st half
25
38

I

UMR at Washburn

2nd half
30
39

Final
55
77

Track and Field
Friday. Feb. 13

Mule Relays .
Lady Miner Placefinishers
High Jump: 5, Rachael Kuro, 5'-3.75".
Mile: 5, Jennifer Frazer, 5:18.23.

Miner Placefinishers
Mile: 4, Matt Hagen, 4:26.07.

II

Team
UMR
Lincoln

Team
UMR
Washburn

Final
68
76
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Lee y.rixson
"1 thought it rocked pretty good! I don't
think Third Eye Blind put on that .good of
a show but Smashmouth rocked the house!
It was also a good crowd considering the
weather that night."

Dan McCulley
"It was a lot of fun! Smashmouth put on
a really good show. 1 was working
security and the pit was wild!"

Photos and layout by:
Ryan Shawgo
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VOices:

Vic Gonzalez-Tait
"In comparison to. Third Eye Blind,
Smaslunouth needs to learn how to play
music or write songs. Third Eye Blind
was really good. We will probably see
another album from them."

Patrick Schroeder
"It rocked hard core. Some people were

complaining about the concert. I think if
SUB puts in that kind of effort to bring in
those bigger name bands; people should
attend."

UMR
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Diversions
Tribune Crossword
Horoscope for Wednesday, February 18, 1998
from http://www.astrology.net
Aries:
The Big Town can be a harsh place without influence or allies. You need every friend
you can get, but today you must let them come to you . Trying too hard can only make
things worse.
Taurus:
Today all Taureans ar~ everyone's Little Darlings, which might be either good or bad.
You experience an outpour of gushing emotion , som~ of which may be condescending.
It's not easy being so cute.
Gemini:
Today find s you as the Target of an investigation . It may be nothing serious, but
someone has a definite interest in your secrets. Playing hard to get will only encourage
your pursuers.
Cancer:
This is a day To Die For. With the Scorpio Moon and the Sun entering Pisces, the water
signs bathe you in their subtle flow and deep currents. You are transformed by power
and passion, and you may never be the same again .
Leo:
The new Pisces Sun tums today's Scorpio influence into a Liar's Moon. You are caught
with your foot in your mouth and one hand in the cookie jar. Apology is the only sane
response. Avpid making further promises at this time.
Virgo:
This is a day when you are In & Out. You remain in motion, comfortably balanced
between thought and action, spending quality time in several worlds. The unseen has a
tremendous influence on today's direction.
Libra:
You are in danger ofbecomirig a Drugstore Cowboy galloping th rough a world of
illusion . Pierce the veil and look behind it. A rude awakening will only get worse the
longer you postpone it.

Wiley

Scorpio:
This is your day to go Over the Edge. The Sun enters Pisces, flooding you with
dramatic intuition . Backed with the power of a Scorpio Moon, you have the strength
and vision to rule the world.
Sagittarius:
You are one of The Outsiders today, that gang from the wrong side of the tracks. The
good news is that there is a kind ofnobilifS' to your outcast state. You'd refuse to join
an y social club that
might want you as a member.
C~pricom:

feel like one .afthose lucky Singles whose every possibility holds promise.
·u...""·.~ .•. ,'_u, in a relationship. you are presented with a tempting array of business
Choose well.

ACROSS
1 Sheik's women
6 Tropical tree
10 Church area
14 Wed on the run
15 Sandwich
cookie
16 Rain hard
17 Repetitive beat
19 Bridge support
20 Takes place
subsequently
21 Is contrite
23 Ran at an easy
pace
26 Dead and Red
27 Light device
30 Research rm.
32 Lock of hair
35 "_ She Lovely"
36 Used buy
38 "In
Mood"
39 Health center
40 Deceives by
underhand
means
41 Monkey suit
42 Show on TV
43 Garb
44 Gaming cubes
45 Odor
47 Go on snow
48 Dampens
completely
49 Raised platform
51 Davenport
resident
53 Crumple and
squeeze
56 Pass, as time
60 Paper bets
61 Aerial
maneuvers
64 Knfght's lady
65 Precipitation
66 Story so far,
briefly .
67 "Lohenarin" lady

Things to happen as the Sun enters Pisces' dream house. Old
away or simply cease to matter. Passion colors your world in a way you
:;1'.·,iiio'i,p'i'>im.iTin.p<l Possible.
•
I. "

.

is Matt Dillon. He was born in 1964.

II

2/18/98

All rights reselVed.

68 Moving-ice
69 Long (for) .
DOWN
1 This place
2 Actor Aida
3 Goes bad
4 Shoulder
decoration
5 Luminous trail in
the sky
6 Poker take
7 Well-honed skill
8 Shakespearean
king
9 Small specks
10 Show up
11 Scarlet flower

12
13
18
22
24
25
27
28
29
31
33
34

36
37

40

Tallow base
Does wrong
Egyptian cobra
"_ Dragon"
Votes in
African caftan
Bonet and Loeb
Meat jelly
Band beaters
Spanish
neighborhood
Shell clams
Male and female
Cart track
Jefferson Davis'
general
Uke some
kitchens

44 Recipient of
largesse
Upset stomach
Pay
Neckwear
Spider's lair
Offense or
defense
54 Fossil fuel
55 Make well
57 Printer's
measure
58 Wound mark
59 Sports channel's
. letters
62"
Bravo"
63 First of a count

46
48
50
52
53

Answers: page 18

The return of Ca~pus Gossip'
Back by popular demand, Campus Gossip will appear
again free of charge starting
25 issue of the Missouri Miner;
The Miner will take
' its Website.;: hJ;'~tp:/1
'. today,Wedn¢sd~y, .Fe .
at 8 a.in. The MIrier will fill
of one page with the
submissions
the
. received each week, ",,..~,,,...
submissions from 8 a.m.
Wednesdays until noon
Saturdays. Submissions are .'
limited to one per person per :
week and a total of five lines per
submission.
•

Rebel today. it' is probably because you doiiit,ch~ose 0
the energy to attempt a sweeping change is th~:iasi t ,ing on your'
may have to do' for now.

II:) 1998 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
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Plastics
'rom page 1

7:30 p.m.
Tuesday

Feb. 24, 1998
ME Auditorium
Hear top recruite~ talk
about interviewing
success and answer
your questions!

RECRUITER',S
ROUNDTABLE

where Dharani is a senior investigator.
They wi ll subject the materials to various temperatures and other environmental conditions, simulating circumstances a military aircrafl might find
itself in on a regular basis. An aircrafl
might be parked on a tarmac in sweltering heat and humidity one minute, and
taking offfor the cold and dry conditions
of high altitudes the next, Roy said.
The researchers also will test the
composite materials for aging. When
polymer materials age, Roy said, they
tend to become brill Ie. Polymer-based
composite materi als are similar to plastic. "To use pol ymer technology in an
engineisgroundbreaking," Roy said. He
adds that the advances in polymer science make it realistic to test these materials for possible use as components in
"the most hostile environment of all,"
the jet engine.
"Polymertechnology has been advancing rapidly," Roy said , "and there
are polymers that can sustain very hi gh
temperatures over short periodsoflime.
"What we don't know yet," he
added, "is how those materials perform
over long durations of time. That's what
our research wi ll address."

Connect

which isset up in therotundaoftheState
Capito\. The event will take place form
I :30 until 4:30 p.m.
'rom page 1
ASUM cordially invites everyone
"tuition wo n' t raise any more than inna~ to come out and get acquainted with
their senators, representat ives and
tion."
Jim Sn ider spoke high ly of the alumn i. For more information about
ASUM program. Since, students are the Student Lobby Day, contact ASUM at
"cons umers" of what comes out ofleg- umrasum@umr . edu or contact by
islation in Jefferson City, legislators like phone at 341-4970.
to get feedback on what going on at the
univerisities. Thisisone reason ASUM's
lobbying is effective and persuasive.
Furthermore, individual s tudentsare
'rom page S
asked to let our representati ves know
that already have good study habthat they are proud of UMR and that
its or those that already know
they appreciate ASUM's efforts in constrongly what they want to do, it
tinuing to fight for higher education.
is sort ofa waste of time to have it
Following dinner, Shiloh Kirkland,
for two semesters. My opinion is
directorofprogranlmingand communithat they need to find a way of
cations, advised members of the audicompressi ng the class into one seence how to become a part of the Student
mester either by leaving out some
Lobby Daywhich is held in conjunction
of the need less information that is
with the Alliance of Alumni Associasaid or by making the class into an
tion, whose purpose is to advance the
hour and a half class instead ofan
interest!> of the students of Missouri
hour class. As I said before, the
universi ties. Student Lobby Day is a
Freshman Engineeri ng class is a
student sponsored program that engood idea, but they need to fi nd a
abies the UM System to show off its
way of condensi ng it down."
wide variety of educational and research
I feel I must add, fo r those of
programs. Departments from all four
yo u who don ' t know, there is the
campuses participate in the program
option of taking a summer course
whi le you are still in high school
Seventh-day Adventist
and not having to take Freshman 15
Church
(A friend ofmine was smart enough
810 Hwy_ "0 " R6\la, MO
to do that).
S.aurdJIy Sc:.niiec:a
For all of us poor slobs who
SabM.h School
9,20
are sti ll stuck in Freshman Engi1 1,00 Worshlp Hour
neering, I am sonry. Unti l they
Second Sah lrcL,y - Vqfc:tarlan Potluck
condense the Freshman EngineerVespera: a half-hour
before sundown ..
ing course, here's a good piece of
Tuada,.
adv ice for those still stuck in the
7pm Pra,..,r Meeting
Freshman Engineering ru t: take a
Need a ride?
book- it works.
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- - - -Employment---- - - - - - - - - - - - - -Full-Time-- -- -- - -- - -- - BETHLEHEM STEEL CORPORATION
Me thod: PRS·OPEN
P.O. Box 248
Intervie w Date: 02127
Chesterton, TN 46304
Attn: Ms. Dawn Ford. Personnel Coordinator
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
ELEC MET MECH EMAN CER
Grad Dates: 129705980798
Citizenship: USIPerm
Position Available: Technical Assista nt Program.Manage me nt Training
Position Location: Burns-Harbor Division
Deadline for submitting resumes: Februa ry 27
Transcript should be submitted with resume
lnformation on position available in SO1 Norwood Hall
NO CAMPUS INTERVIEW· COLLECTIONS RESUMES FOR COMPANY
DIGITAL AUDIO DISC CORP
Method: PRS·OPEN
1800 N Fruitridge Avenue
Intervie w Date: 03123
Te....., Haute. IN 4780·1
Attn: Ms. Dawn Shoemaker. Hum a n Resources Specialist
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.000
ELEC MECH
Majors:
Grad Dates: 1297 05980798
Citizenship:
Position Available: Process Enginee r
Position Location: Terre Haute, IN
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 23
www.60nydisc.com

HEWLETT PACKARD
Method: Open
PO Box 2197
Inte rview Date: 02113
Colorado Springs. CO 80901 ·2197
Attn; Mr. Bill Schulze, Product Ma rk eting Ma nager
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.950
ELEC CMPS
Majors:
Grad Dates: 129705980798
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Va rious
Position Location: Various
OPEN SIGN·UP DATE: Im mediately
Recruiter will be a t the IEEE meeti ng Thursd ay, Feb 11. 7:00 p.m.
www .hp.com

J .M. MA:RSCHUETZ

Method: PRS·OPEN
1728 C West Pa rk Ce nte
Intervie w Date: 03123
Fenton. MO 63026
Attn: Mr. Denny Marschue tz. President
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
ClVL
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 07981298
Citizens hip: USlPerm
Position Available: Estimator
Position Location: St. Louis, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: Februa ry 23

MIDWEST MECHANICAL CON
Method: PRS·OPEN
4500 West 109th St Suite 100
Interview Da te: 031 12
Overland Park, KS 66211
Attn: Mr. Bill Adam s, Operations Support Manager
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.550
Majors:
CIVL MECH
Grad Dates:0598 0798
Citizenship:
Pos ition Available: Project Coordina tor; Estimator I
Position Location: Kansas City & other
Deadline for submitting resume: February 19
PRE· RECRUITMENT MEETING: Wednes. Mar<:h 11. 5:00 p.m.' De tails to follow

EDS UNlGRAPFnCS
Method: PRS·OPEN
13736 Riverport Drive D/C : 1180
Interview Date: 03/23
Maryland Heights. MO 63043
Attn: Ms. Pat Simms. Ma nager, Hum a n Resources
Degree Level: B Minimum GPA: 2.950
Majors:
A:MTH ELEC CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798 1298
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Application Product Developer
Position Location: St. Louis, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 23

MONSANTO ENVIRO·CHEM
Method: PRS·OPEN
14522 South Outer Forty Rd, #100
Interview Date: 0311 3
Chesterfiled. MO 6303 1
Attn: Ms . Sharon Facchin, Director Human Resources
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.450
Majors:
CHE MECH
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship:
Position Available: Process Engr; Mechanical Design Engr
Position Lostion: Unknown
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 20
Information on positions available in 301 Norwood

EDWARD JONES
Method: PRS·OPEN
201 Progress Parkway
Interview Date: 03/16
Maryland Heights. MO 63043
Attn: Mr. Kevin Stevenson, Team Leader
Degree Level: B
Minimum GPA: 2.750
Majors:
AMTH ELEC EMAN CMPS MGTS MECH
Grad Dates: 129705980798
Citize nship: USlPerm
Position Available: Programmer Analysts for Mainframe & Unix
Position Location: St. Louis, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 23
Interviews will be one hour long· half hour each with 2
differeoct recruiters.
www.edwardjones.com
ENVIRONMENTAL P ROTECTION AGENCY
Method: PRS·OPEN
Interview Date: 02126
726 Minnesota Avenue
Kansas City, KS 66 101
Attn: Mr. Jim Callier. Recruiter
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.000
CHEM GEOL CHE LIFS ClVL A:MTH
Majors:
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available: Envir Eng; Envir Sci; Envir Protec Splst; Chemist
Cmpt Splst
Position Location: Kansas City, KS
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 13
www.epa.gov/region07
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
Method: PRS·OPEN
726 Minnesota Ave nue
Interview Date: 02126
Kansas City. KS 66101
Attn: Mr. Jim Callier, Recruiter
Degree Level: B M PhD Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
EMAN CMPS GEE MGTS ECON ENGL
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 0798
Citizenship: US Only
Position Available: Envrn Eng; Envrn Sci; Envrn Protec Splst; Chemist
Position Location: Kansas City, KS
Cmpt Splst
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 13
www .epalgov/region07

NELLCOR PURITAN BENNET
Method: PRS·OPEN
3 Missouri Research Park Drive
Interview Date: 03116
St. Charles, MO 63304·5685
Attn: Mr. Mike Belgeri, Manufacturing Manager
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA 2.650
Majors:
ELEC EMAN MECH
Grad Dates: 12970598 0798 1298
Citizenship:
Position Available: Elec Engr; Manuf Engr. Mech Engr; Quality Engr
Position Location: St. Charles, MO
Deadline fo r submitting resumes: February 23
www.enllcorpb.com
SPRINT
Method: PRS·OPEN
9300 Metcalf KSOPKB 100
Interview Date: 03125
Overland Park. KS 66212
Attn: Mr. Jan K. Price, Program Manager
Degree Level: B M Minimum GPA: 2.000
Majors:
CMPS MGTS
Grad Dates: 1297 0598 07
Citizenship: USlPerm
Position Available: Software Developer
Position Location: St. Louis, MO
Deadline for submitting resumes: February 25
www.csrad.com

Full- Time Changes & Cancellation - - - - -- - - RECRUITING DATE CHANGE:
WorldCom· Recruiting date CHANGED to March 31
McEnery Automation Corp· Recruiting date CHANGED to Ma rch 23

CANCELLATION: Parker Ha rifen has CANCELLED Februa ry 27
Recruiting date

o -,
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Co-Op
AB Chance
Date of Interview: 03/27

Sign· up Method: PRS·OPEN

Majors: EMAN MECH CHE
Minimum CPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
31 13/98 8AM
Sign.up released 2110/98 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS
WORK LOCATION : CENTRALIA, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MA YIJUNE 1998
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
AB Chance
Date of Interview: 04106
Majors: ELEC
Minimum CPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
3116198 8AM
Sign·up released 2110198 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS
WORK LOCATION: CENTRALIA, MISSOURI
1998
MAYIJUNE
SESSION
WORK
START 1ST CO·OP
Sign·up Method: Open
Adtran, Inc.
Date of Interview: 03 /10
Majors: ELEC
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
8am
Sign-up released 2/24198 Schedule closed for sign -ups 3/4198
Work Location: Huntsville, Alabama
start 1st co-op work session May/June 1998. August 1998
NORWOOD HALL, CO·OP
IF SELECTED TO INTERVIEW , PICK UP APPIJCATI ON 303D

OFFICE
Advanced Circuitry Div-Litton Sys. Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 03118
Majors: MECH CHE
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
3113/98
Sign.up released 2123198 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS
WORK LOCATION: SPRINGFIE LD, MO
TITLE· ENGINEER ING ASSISTAN T
webpage address· littonacdipe .com

Aluminum Co. of America

Sign.up Method: PRS·FCFS

Date of Interview: 02/26

Majors: ELEC CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.350 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sam
Sign-up released 1120/98 Schedule closed for sign-ups 219198
Work Location: Davenport, Iowa
OR JANUARY 199~
1998,
AUGUST
1998,
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION JUNE
Sign-up Method: Open
Arneren - UE
Date of Interview: 03117
CMPS
MECH
ELEC
Majors:
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing.
8am
Sign-up released 2117/98 Schedule closed for sign-ups 3/ 11/98
Work Location: St. Louis, MO, AND MID MISSOURI
HAVE COMPLETE D
OR
NG
COMPLETI
BE
(MUST
T
NOTE· NOTE VERY IMPORTAN
MAJOR COURSES
1ST SEMESTER OF JUNIOR LEVEL COURSES (IN YOUR MAJOR)
start 1st CO'O_D work seR~i{ln M:ly/.ll1np Q8
.com
.ameren
HOMEPAGE www
Sign·up Method.: PRS-OPEN
American Airlines
Date of Interview: 03/31
Majors: AERO ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
2127/98
Sign·up released 1120198 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS
WORK LOCATION: TUlSA, OKLAHOMA AND FT. WORTH, TEXAS
1998
MAYIJUNE
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION
NOTE: INTERVIEW DATE CHANGED FROM 3/24 TO 3/31
FT. WORTH, TIC WORK LOCATION ADDED
Sign-up Method: PRS-FCFS
American Cyanamid Company
Date of Interview: 02126
Majors: CHE CHEM CMPS
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign·up released 1/20/98 Schedule closed for sign·ups 219/98
Work Location: Hannibal. Missouri .
start 1st co-op work session MaylJune 1998, August 1998 or January

1999
Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN
Amsted Industries
Date of Interview: 03117
Majors: MECH
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Bam
Sign·up released 1120198 Schedule closed for sign·ups 2117198
Work Location: various locations
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MAYIJUNE 98 AUGUST 1998
Sign.up Method: PRS.OPEN
Anh BU8<:h . 5 groups
Date of Interview: 03109
MGTS
Majors: ELEC CMPS EMAN MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior senior standing.
2113198 8AM
Sign·up released 1/29198 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN·UPS
ION AT THE CO.OP
WORK LOCATION ST. LOUIS, MO-PICK UP #224 JOB DESCRIPT
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1998
OFC
G GROUP, POWER
ENGR SERV GROUP, MANUFACTURING SYSTEMS GROUP, ESTIMAlN
INTERVIEW DATE
AND CONTROl S· CIVL ELEC EMAN MECH CMPS MGTS (NOTE·
3·9)
STRUCTUR AUCIVIL· NOT ENVIRONM ENTAL CML
Anh.Busch. Project Ma nagement Group Sign.up Method: PRS.OPEN
03125
Date of Interview:
Majors: CIVL ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA:. 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
3/9/98 8AM
Sign.up released 1/29/98 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS
WORK LOCATION : ST. LOUIS, MO
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MaylJune 1998
MECH
Project Management Group. Corporate Engineering CIVL ELEC
PICK UP #223 JOB DESCRIPT ION AT THE CO·OP OFFICE

cm

·OPEN
AnhBusch·P roject Engineering Group Sign-up Method: PRS
Date of Interview: 03/25
Majors: MECH CHE
USIPerm
.
Minimum CPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing
3/9/98 8AM
Sign·up released 1129/98 SCHEDUL E CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS
S
INTERVIEW
MINUTE
45
MO
LOUIS,
ST.
:
WORK LOCATION
JOB DESCRIPT IONS AVAILABLE AT THE CO·OP OFFICE # 122·
START 1STCO·OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1998
PROJECT ENGINEER ING GROup· MECH CHE
PICK UP JOB DESCRIPT ION CO·OP OFFICE

Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN
Baxter Healthcare
Date or Interview: 03/24
Majors: EMAN MECH ELEC CHE
Minimum CPA 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior s tanding.
8am
Sign-up released 1120/98 Schedule closed for sign-ups 2127/98
Work Location. Mountain Home, Arkansas

START 1ST CO·OP WORK MaylJune 1998, a ndiorAugus t 1998
E AND READ IT
BAXTERlS REQUIRlN G EACH STUDENT TO PICK UP A BROCHUR
BEFORE INTERVIEW AND LOOK AT ANNUAL REPORT.
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Birmingham Steel
Date of Interview: 02124
MET
ELEC
Majors: MECH
USIPerm
Senior standing.
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior
2113/98 8AM
Sign·up released 1127198 SCHEDUL E CLOSED FOR SIGN·UPS
EE, IL;
Work Location: Birmingham , Al; CLEVELAN D, OH; KANKANK
ILLE,GA
CARTERSV
MS;
JACKSON,
JOLIET, 1L; SEATTLE, WA; MEMPHIS, TN;
1998
start 1st co -op work session MAY/JUNE 1998 AND/OR AUGUST
Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN

Boeing
Date of Interview: 03116
Majors: AERO ELEC EMAN CMPS MGTS MECH
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
2113/98 8AM
Sign.up released 1120198 SCHEDUL E CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
1998
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION SUMMER AND OR FALL
must be able to work at least 3 co-op work sessio!ls
Sign-up Method: PRS-FeFS
Centex-Roo ney Constructio n
Date of Interview: 02123
Majors: CIVL
standing.
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be
2111/98
Sign.up released 1128198 SCHEDUL E CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS
LOCATIONS THROUGH OUT
WORK LOCATION: FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA AND OTHER
FLORIDA
ORLANDO,
.
FLORIDA
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 98
ROOM
INFORMAT ION MEETING 2122198 6:30·8:00PM UCE 211 MERAMEC
Chaparral Steel
Date of Interview: 03110

>i

",GPA; 2.450 M

~ released 112(119

LOCATION: MAR
ill4TION MEETlJ
.11 151' CO·OP IVOR

" mectricc.mpan
, Interview: 01124
MECH ELECE\
,,,,GPA; 2.950 M

relea.<ed mOO8
Lxalion: IT.WAY

RS&INDUSTi
. TESFORTHE
'IllS,MANUFA(;I'l
3IVORKASSJ

Sign-up Method: Open

Majors: MECH CIVL
.
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Sophom ore Junior stand ing
2/27/98 8AM
Sign.up released 2110/98 SCHEDUL E CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS
Texas
Midlothian,
Location:
Work
1999
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1998 OR JANUARY
Sign·up Method: PRS.OpEN
Clark Refining & Marketing, Inc.
Date of Interview: 03/09
Majors: CHE PETR
.
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing
2/11/98
Sign·up released 1120198 SCHEDUL E CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS
MO)
,
(CLAYTON
Mo
LOUIS,
WORK LOCATION : ST.
~ART 1STCO·OP WORK SESSION MAYIJUNE 1998
Sign. up Method: Open
Copeland
Date of Interview: 03109
Majors: MECH ELEC
Minimum GPA: 2.000 Must be Junior Senior standing.
2127/98
Sign-up released 2110/98 SCHEDUL E CLOSED FOR SIGN· UPS
WORK LOCATION: AVA, MISSOURI
1998
MAY/JUNE
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION

, rFoundry
I~teniew: 04102

1LECEMANME
GPA; 2.450 Mu
"ased 11111'98

.mON: PRYO·
. 1I'r CQ.OP lVorui
~SE,\~lNG A\l]r
·.lIT.

Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN
CPI Corporation
Date of Interview: 03116
MGTS
CMPS
ELEC
Majora:
standing.
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior
2120198 8AM
Sign.up released 212198 SCHEDUL E CLOSED FOR SIGN·UPS
MISSOURI
LOUIS,
ST.
:
WORK LOCATION
1998
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MAYIJUNE 98 AND OR AUGUST
Room
INFORMAT ION MEETING: MARCH 15, 6· 7:30PM UCE 211 Meramce
Sign.up Method: PRS·OPEN
Dam.. &. Moore
Date of Interview: 03126
GEE
CIVL
CHE
Majors:
.
Minimum GPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior standing
8am
Sign·up released 1120198 Schedule closed for sign.ups 316198
Missouri
Louis,
St.
Location:
Work
1998
start 1st co..ap work session MaylJune 1998, andlor August
BROCHUR ES AVAILABLE 304 NORWOOD HALL
Engineer
tal
Environmen
Assistant
Co-op:
Title·
Job
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Deere and Company
Date of Interview: 03117
Majors: CMPS MGTS
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
21271988am
Sign· up released 1120/98 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN·UPS
WORK LOCATION : POSSIBLE ANY DEERE UNIT IN THE US
AUGUST 1998
START 1ST CO·OP WORK SESSION MAYIJUNE 1998 AND OR
INN,
INFORMAT ION MEETING ·MONDAY, MARCH 16, 6:30PM· PIZZA
S
INTERVIEW
MINUTE
45
KINGSHIG HWAY
HOMEPAG E ADDRESS: http://www.deere .com

....
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Huffm:l ll En glllce ring
S lgll'UP Met hod: PHS·OPEN
Date of Intervlcw 03116
Majo rs: ELEC CM PS
M inlln llll1 CPA: 2.4 50 Must be Fres hman Sophomore Jun ior Senior standmg.
Sign- up re leased 2/3/98 DEAD LI NE 2/26/98 8AM
WO RI< LOCATI ON: LI NCO LN, NE BRAS I<A
START 1ST CO-O P WORI< SESS ION MAYIJUNE 1998

DoW Chemica l Company
Si gn·up Me thod . PRS·O PEN
Date of Intervi ew: 02/25
Majors: CH E ELEC
US Only
Minimum CPA: 2. 700 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 1/2 1198 Deadline 211 9/98 8: 00am
Work Location: Freeport, TX , (l st work term)
CHESTART IST CO -OPWORK SESSI ONAUGUST 19980 RJANUARY 1999
EESTART 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE, AUGUST, ORJANUARY 1999
IF SELECTED TO IN:rERVIEW - PI C K UP A DOW "DEGREE PLAN' FROM THE CO-O P
OFFICE, 303D NORWOOD HALL BEFORE THE INTERVIEW

S ign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Hunte r Enginee ring: Co mpany
Date of Inte rview: 03125
Majors: ELEC MECH CMPS
USlPerm
Minimum CPA: 2.750 Mu st be Juni or Sen ior sta nding:.
S ign.up released 2/9/98 SC HED ULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-U PS 3/ 13/98 8AM
Work Location: Bridge ton, MO nea r St. Lou is Airport
START 1ST CO-O P WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1998 AND OR AUGUST 1998

&astmall Chemica l Company
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 03/2 5
Majors: MECH ELEC
Minimum CPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign·up released 1120/98 Schedule closed for sign-ups 3/9/98 8:00am
Work Location: Batesville, Arkan sas
Great benefits. Housing available . sm all city but total population
in the county is 35,000 ,3 work terms and keep a min 3.25, you will get
a scholars hip of$1 500 start 1s t co·op work session August 1998

Sign-up Mct hod: PRS-CLOSED
IL. Dept. of Transportation
Date of Interview: 02/26
Majors: CfVL
Mi nimu m GPA: 2. 000 Mu st be Junior Sen ior standing.
Sign-up re leased 1120/98 SCHEDULE C LOS ED FOR SIGN- UPS 216198 8AM
WORK LOCATION: 15 COUNTY AREA AROUND S PRl NG FIELD, ILLINOIS
START 1ST CO -OP WORK SESS ION MAY /JUNE i998 AND OR AUGUST 1998

Emerson Electric
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 03117
Majors: MECH
Minimum CPA: 2.450 Must be Junior Senior standing .
Sign-up released 214/987 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIG N-UPS 2127/9 8 8AM
Work location: Paragould , Arkansas, Office & Manufacturing
Environment - work in fina l assembly area
start 1st co-op work sessi nn MAY/JUNE 1998 AND OR FALL 1998

Lex mark International, Inc.
Sign·up Method: PRS-CLOSED
Date of Interview: 02/24
Majors: ELEC CMPS
Mini mum CPA: 3. 150 Must be Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign·up re leased 1120/98 Schedule closed for sign-ups 2/9/98 8am
Work Location: Lexington, Kentucky
sta rt 1st co·op work session summ e r/fall 1998
Job Title: EngineerfProgramm er Co·op

Fisber Controls
Sign-up Method: PRS- OP E N
Date of Interview: 03/25
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN MECH
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Junior standing.
Sign-up released 1120/98 SCHEDULES CLOSED FOR SIG N-UPS 2127/98 8AM
WORK LOCATION: MARSHALLTOWN, IOWA
INFORMATION MEETING 3/23/98 6:30-7:30 pm (location announced later)
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION May/June 1998 and lor August 1998

Lyondell Citgo Re fining Company
Si gn·up Method: Ope n
Date of Inte rvie w: 021 19
Majors: CH E MET
Minimum CPA: 2.700 Must be Freshm a n Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 2/2198 SCHEDULE CLOSE D FOR SIGN-UPS 211 1/98
WORK LO CATION: HOUSTON, TEXAS - PROCESS, CORROSION, INSTRUMENT AND
ELEC, AND MACHINERY ENGINEERING CO-O PS
START 1ST CO -OP WORK SESSION MAY /JUNE 1998 AND OR AUGUST 1998

Gtneral Electric Company
Sign-up Me thod: PRS-CLOSED
Date of Interview: 02124
Majors: MECH ELEC EMAN
Minimum CPA: 2.950 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 1120/98 Schedule closed for sign·ups 2/9/98 8AM
Work Location: IT. WAYNE, INDIANA: VARIOUS PLANT LOCATIONS
GE MOTORS & INDUSTRIAL SYSTEMS - 45 MINUTE INTERVIEWS
CANDIDATES FOR THE CO-OP ASSIGNMENTS WORK IN THE AREAS OF DESIGN,
ANALYSlS, MANUFACTUR.ING ,AND SOURCING OF ELECTRlC MOTORS.
MINIMUM 3 WORK ASSIGNMENTS (pICK UP JOB DES CRIPTIONS, 303D NORWOOD)
Gtneral Motors-Ok City Assembly

Magnum Technologies
Si gn·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 03/ 13
Majors: CHE ELEC EMAN CMPS MECH
Minimum GPA: 2. 450 Must be Sophomore Junior sta ndin g.
Sign-up released Jl20/98 Schedule closed for sign ·ups 21 13/98 8am
Work Location: Fairview Heights, IL: Houston, Tx : Los Angeles, CA
Chicago, IL start 1st co-op work session May/June 1998
Information Meeting: March 12, 7-8pm (LOCATION ANNOUNCED LATER)
Homepage , http://www .magnumtech.com

Sign-up Method: PRS-CLOSED

Date of Interview: 02126

Modine Ma nufacturing
S ign·up Method' PRS ·O PE N
Date of Inte rview: 03/ 10
Majors: MECH
Minimum CPA: 2. 000 Mus t be Sop homore Jun ior Se nior sta ndin g.
Sign-up released 21 11/98 SC HEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 2137/98 8AM
WORK LOCATION: JOPLIN , MISSOURl
JOB DESCRlPTION AVAILABLE CO·OP OFFI CE, 303D NORWOOD HALL
HEAT TRANSFER PRODUCTS FOR DIESEL E NG INE MANUFACTURES
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1998 (ROTATE 2 STUDENTS YEAR

Majors: ELEC EMAN ME CH
US Only
Minimum CPA: 2.750 Must be Sophomore Junior standing .
Sign-up released 1/23/98 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 219/98 8AM
WORK LOCATION: OKLAHOMA CITY, OKLA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MA Y IJUNE 98, AUGUST 98 OR JANUARY 99
General Physics Corporation
Sign·up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 03/24
Majors: ELEC EMAN MECH MET
Minimum GPA: 2.650 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 1/20/98 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 3/9198 8A-Tv!
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS, MO (CHRYSLER CORPORATION, FENl'ON, MO)
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SUMMER AND OR FALL 1998, or SPRING 1999

ROUND
NeUcor Puritan Bennett
Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of. Interview: 03116
Majors: ELEC MECH EMAN
Minimum CPA: 2.650 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign-up relea sed 21 10/98 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 2127/98 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. CHARLES, MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAYIJUNE 1998 ANDIORAUGUST 1998 OR
JANUARY 1999

Grede- Pryor Foundry
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 04102
Majors: ELEC EMAN MET
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Freshman Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 1120/98 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 2127/98 8AM
WORK LOCATION: PRYOR, OKLAHOMA
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1998
WILL BE SENDING A VIDEO - PLEASE REVIEW TO GET GENERAL INFORMATIO N ON

Sign. up Method : Open
Noranda Aluminum
Date of IntervIew: 02126
Majors: ELEC MECH
Minimum GPA: 2.700 Must be Junior Se nior standing.
Sign-up released 215/98 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 2119/98 8AM
Work location: New Madrid, MO

COMPANY Halliburton (Landmark Graphics)
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of lnterview: 03/1 1
Majors: GEOL CHE ClVL AMTH PHYS CMPS MECH ENGL PETR
USIPerm
Minimum CPA 2.000 Must be Senior standing .
Sign-up released 1120/97 Schedule closed for sign-ups 2113/98 8am
WORK LOCATION: TECH WRITER, HOUSTON, AUSTIN, DENVER: UNIX TESTING ,
HOUSTON, AUSTIN, DENVER: GEOSCIENCE SYSTEMS ANALYST, HOUSTON: VIP
TECHNlCALSUPPORT, HOUSTON, DALLAS, CALGARY; GEOLOGICAL GEOPHYSICAL
TRAIN SPEC, HOUSTON, TEXAS' START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION SUMMER 98
INFORMATION MEETING MARCH 10, 1998 6:30PM (LOCATION LATER)

Sign-up Method : PRS-OPEN
Olin Corporation
Date of Interview: 03/23
Majors: ELEC
USIPerm
Minimum GPA: 2.200 Must be Freshman Sophomore Juruor standing.
Sign-up released 1/2 8198 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 3/9198 8AM
Work Location: Indi anapolis, Indiana
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1998
Sign·up Method: Open
Paulo Products
Date of Interview: 03/09
Majors: MET
Minimum CPA: 2.000 Mu st be Sophomore Junior Senior standing .
Sign-up released 219/98 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 2120/98 8AM
WORK LOCATION: ST. LOUIS , MO
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION AUGUST 1998 OR JANUARY 1999

Hec.kethorne Manufactu ring
Sign-up Method: PRS ·OPEN
Date of Interview: 04101
Majors: EMAN MECH
Minimum CPA: 2.750 Must be Junior Senior Grad Stu. standing.
Sign-up released 2116198 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 3/ 13/98
Work Location: Dye rsburg, Tennessee
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY/JUNE 1998 AND OR AUGUST 1998, JAN 99

Shell Wood Rive r Refining Co.
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 03/ 17
Majors: CHE MECH
USfPerm
Minimum CPA: 3.150 Must be Fres hm an Sophomore Junior standing.
S ign-up released 2124198 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 3111 /98 8AM
WORK LOCATION: WOOD RIVER, ILLINOIS
START 1ST CO·OP WORI< SESSION MAYIJUNE 1998

Hewlett Packard
Sign-up Method: Open
Date of Interview: 02126
Majors: ELEC CMPS MECH
US Only
Minimum GPA 2.950 Must be' Sophomore Junior Senior standing.
Sign. up released 219/98 Schedule closed for sign·ups 2120/98 8am
Work Location: Richardson, Texas
Start 1st co-op work ~ssion August 1998
CHANGED INTERVIEW DATE AND CHANGED TO OPEN SIGN-UPS

~
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Sigma Chemicai Com pany
Sign-up Method: PRS·CLOSED
Date of Interview: 02127
Majors: CHEM LlFS
US Only
Minimum GPA: 2.450 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign· up re leased 1120/98 Schedule closed for sign·ups 2/11198 8am
Work location: St. Louis, Missouri
start work as a co·op student May/June. Augu st 1998 or January 1999
INFORMATION MEETING 2125/98, 5 PM Ma rk Twain Room UCE
JOB DESCRlPTION AVAlLABLE AT THE CO·OP OFFICE
Sign-up Method:
Texas Industries
Date of Interview: 03118
Majors:
Minimum GPA: Must be
standing.
Sign-up released DETAILED INFO~TION ANNOUNCED LATER
WORK LOCATION: DALLAS, TEXAS
-

Von Weisl' Gear Com pany
Sign.up Met hod: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 031 13
Majors: MECH
Minimum CPA: 2.000 Must be Sophomore Junior standing.
Sign-up released 1/20/98 SCHEDULED CLOSED FOR SIGN-U PS 2120198
WORK LOCATION: ST. CLAIR. MISSOURI
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSIOr-{ MAY/JUNE 1998 AND OR AUGUST 1998
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Wolf Creek Nuclear Operating
Sign-up Method: PRS·OPEN
Date of Interview: 0110 1
Majprs: ELEC MECH NUCL CIVL CHE
USlPerm
.".
Minimum CPA: 2.700 Must be Junior Senior standing.
Sign.up released 1/28/97· De.ad l ~ n e· 3/9198 CoIP-pany not interviewing on
-campus Work Location: Burlington, Kansas
.
IF INTERESTED. Su'sMIT NAME ON SYSTEM AND WE WILL
S~ND YOUR RESUME TO WOLF CREEK

US Gypsum Company
Sign-up Method: PRS-OPEN
Date of Interview: 02126
Majors: CIVL ELEC EMAN MECH MIN
Minimum GPA 2.250 Must be J unior Senior standing.
Sign-up released 1120198 SCHEDULE CLOSED FOR SIGN-UPS 2113198 8AM
WORK LOCATION: VARlOUSLOCATlONS
START 1ST CO-OP WORK SESSION MAY /JUNE 1998
INFORMATION MEETING: 2125 6:30-8:30 MISSOURl ROOM . UCE
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When something is too extreme lor words, it's to the Nth degree . And that's the
level 01 technology you'll experience at Raytheon .
Raytheon has lormed a new iechnological s uperpower - Raytheon Systems
Company, composed 01 lour major tech"nological giants : Raytheon Electronic
Systems , Raytheon E-S ystem s, Raytheon TI Systems and Hughes Aircraft _
The new Raytheon Systems Com pony is driving technology to the limit _ And
we're looking for e ngineers who want to push the envelope . Break new ground .
Make their mark.
At Raytheon , you'll take technology-and you r career - to the highest possible
level. You' ll take it to the Nth .
We ha ve a lot to tell you about the new Raytheon Systems Company and the
exciting opportunities we ha ve a vailable . Pion on visi ting our booth at your
college career lair. II you are unable to attend the lair then check out our web·
s ite at www.ray jo bs. com a nd please send yo ur res ume to : Raytheon Staffing,
P.O. Box 655474, MS·201, Dallas, TX 7 5265 _'
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- - - --F inancial Aid-----'---~~
RURAL MISSOURI, INC.
If you have been employed as
a farmworke r in the past tw o
years, you may be' eligible to reo
ceive free tuition a ssistance for
your education. If you have worked
as a farm:, orchard, greenhouse or
poultry/egg production employee,
you may qualify. To obtain details
and the field representative clos·
est to you call 1-800·234-4971.

DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
U.s. ARMY HEALTH PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT AGENCY
Let the Army pay your way
through Medical, Dental Optom·
etry School, or a Doctoral level de·
gree in ClinicallR<tsearch Psychology. Scholarship includes: full tuition, required books, lab fees , required equipment rental, $865.00
monthly stipend.
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON

ARMY SCHOLARSIDP OPPOR·
TUNITIES CONTACT: CAPTAIN
DINO L . MURPHY OR MRS .
SHARON MACKENZIE AT 1·
800-829-0924.

AMERICORPS EDUCATION
AWARDS PROGRAM
The AmeriCorps Education
Awards Program offers members
the standard AmeriCorps educa·
tion stipend of over $4, 700 for one
year of community service, but unlike AmeriCorps USA, it does not
provide a living allowance or other
benefits .
For information on th is program contact the Student Fina ncial Aid Office, G- l Parker Hall . .

A M E · R I · CAN
ELECTRO PLATERS AND
SURFACE FINISHERS SOCIETY
The America n Electroplat~rs
and Surface Finishers Society of·
fers scholarships to upper class undergradu.ate a nd graduate stu·
dents who are interested in careers
in the surface finishing field.

G

The Mark Bouckaert Memo,
ria l Scholarship is $800 for F all
98.

..
~.

HELP WANTED ..............................
Men/Women earn $3 75 wee kly
processing/assembling Medical 1.0.
Cards at home. Immediate openings,
your local are a. Experience
unnecessary, will train .
Call Medicard 1-541-386-5290
Ext. 118M

MARK' BOUCKAERT MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP

live in Am erne (formerly Union on academic achievement, leaderE lect r ic or CIPS) se rvice a r ea ship a nd fut ure career inter ests
within Missouri or Illinois.
a nd a re contingent upon accep ·
Demonstra te fi na ncial need tance in a graduate accounting pro(must complete a Free Application gra m.
for Federal Student Aid)
App lications available in the
Be a responsible borrower , St udent Financial Aid Office, G-l
without history of educational loan Parker Ha ll .
defa ult or ba nkruptcy
Applica tion deadline must
Have achieved a minimum be submitted by: April 1, 1998.
cumulative 2.0 grade ' point aver·
age on a 4.0 scale
Plan to enroll in or be cur- 1998-99 COTERIE SCHOLARrently enrolled in a degree program SHIP
a t a n accredited college, gra duate , profession a l. voca, tio q al or ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS:
technical school. All fields of study,
except ministry, a re eligible for
The recipient must be a fe·
funding. Ameren Scholarship p~o · ma le at UMR.
gram applicants must be full-time
She must have completed
undergra dua te s tudents attend· 50% of t he hours necessary for
ing schools within Missouri or Illi- completion of her de gree from
nois.
UMR.
DEADUNE FOR THE IN·
She must be enrolled with a
TEREST· FREE LOA N PRO · minimum of 9 hours in a degree
GRAM IS APRIL 15, 1998 AND program at the time of scholarship
. payment a nd must show evidence
NOVEMBER 15, 1998.
Applications available in the of satisfactory progress toward
Student Financial Aid Office, G·l tha t degree.
Parker Hall.
She must demonstrate fiApplication deadline for The nancial need
Ameren Scholarship Progra m is
She must submit a written
only: April 15, 1998.
statement outlining her reasons
for application to the Coterie
Scholar ship Committee
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
She must not be a member
CERTIFIED PUBLIC AC- of the fa mily of any UMR faculty,
COUNTANTS 1998-99 JOHN L. full-tim e staff, or other personnel.
CAREY SCHOLARSHIP
(She may be an employee herself.)

REQUIREMENTS :
REQUIREMENTS :
Undergraduate students
Super s enior · gra duating
must be studying in metallurgy, Fall 98 or Winter 99
metallurgical engineering, m ate·
Me mb er of Ka pp a Sigm a
rials science or engineering, chem· Fraterni,ty OR gra dua te d from
istry, chemical engineering, or en· Lindbergh High $chool, St. Louis,
vironmental engineering.
MO.
Selec tion factors inel ude
Have a "need" for Fina ncial
achievement, scholarship poten· Aid (complete the FAFSA for 98/
tial, motiva tion a nd interest in ' 99 academic year)
NO minimum grade point
the finishing technologies
Must be a full· time student average
Application form available
during the academic year the scholarship isreceived
in the Stuaent Financial Aid OfFinancial need is not a fac· fice, G· l Parker Hall.
tor.
Return application form
Applications available in the toStudent Financial Aid Office no
Student Financial Aid Office, G· l later than: March I, 1998.
Parker Hall.
Application deadline must
be postmarked by: 1\prill5, 1998. TJIE SCHOLARSHIP FOUNDATION OF ST. LOUIS OFF1<:RS INTEREST-FREE LOAN
ROLLA LIONS CLUB VANCE PROGRAM
' AND
THE
SCHOLARSHIP FUND
AME;REN SCHOLARSHIP
PE,OGRAM
REQUIREMENTS:
GJ;;NERAL REQUIREMENTS:
., Be a citize n of the U nited
Students must have 3.0 or States or in possession of a Alien ing to pursue graduate accounting
Registration Card.
' s t udy ca n recei've finan cial aid
better gpa
Be a perfua nent resident of throu'gh theAICPA J c;> hn L. Carey
Be a U.S. Citizen
Student must h ave gra du - Sf. Louis City, St. Louis Coun ty, S cliolarship Progr am. S cnoiar ·
ated from St. James, Newburg, or Fra nklin Co un ty, J effe r son snips are ava'ila ble to all lj.ber al
Rolla High School
County, or St. Ch arles County for " a rfs 'aegree h olders of an re gion·
Applications available in the a t least two years prior to t he ally-accr edi ted U .'S . instit u tion.
St udent Financial Aid Office, G· l dateof application. Ameren Schol· who wish to pursue:a prA·certifi.
Parker Ha ll.
arship Progr am applicants must cate. Scholarships aTe g:\~en l;>a,seci .

Classifieds
1'987 Nissan 300ZX . 3.0 liter V6
and 5-speed manual. Loaded with
power everything and t-tops. Bl ack
ex t. and black/gray int. High miles
and needs some TLC. Accepting
bid s over $1000. 368-2976 or
spr @u mr . edu .

Comp le t e d a p p l ica t io·n s
m us t be returne d by: April I ,
1998.

!':

Wanted: Used Mountain Bike in'good
condition . $75-$100. Call Dan at 341 .
8754.
I need to hire a stud~nt who c; n'code
in Mathematica. Any other software
might do if I c'an get the results in
grap h form . Dr. Mari ano Vel ez,
Ce ramic En gi ne ering Dept. ,22 2
McNutt Hall 341-656 l or
mve l ez @umr.edu

Classified Ads are free for students
and may be submitted to the Miner at
1200 N. Pine , or via e-mail at
min e r @ um r . e d u

ITT"

PREFERENCE WILL BE GIVEN
TO:
The woman with a dded per·
sona l obligations (e.g., children,
inva lid dependen t, physical dis·
abilities, etc.).
The wom an who had her col·
lege education interr up ted and is

continued on page 24

"

E.I.T. Applications a.re .a.\rail~ble in the
'following offices;:
<. .

Civil Engineering .
Electrical En·gj.ne.ering
,Engineering Management
McNutt Hall
Mechanical EngineeriI<ig
Scho01 of Engine,e ring
' SCM uk Hall
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Calendar of Events
All organizational meeting times
and places are provided by the Student Activity Center, 218 UCW.
Please send all chan ges to the aforementioned office.

'-iiI_ _ _ _ _ _iiio_ _ _. .

:'J

_~
_

3:30 pm: SIUCo lawyer, UCW, Walnut
room

4:30 pm: American Ceramic Society,
206 McNun
6:00 pm: MSM Spelunkers Club, 204
McNu tt

6:00 pm: Kappa Mu Epsilon, MCS
21 6

6:00 pm: Solar Car Team, Design
meeting, 104 EMgt.

6:00 pm: Toastmasters, CSF 109

9: 00 pm : Asso ciation fo r Bl ack
Stud ents, "Poetry Under the Stars",
Missouri or Carver Tumer,UCE
10:00 pm: UMR Ult imate Frisbee
Club, frat row fie lds

I

1:30 pm: Chinese Student Assn, 105 ,
11 7,2 15, 21 6 ME

3:00 pm: UMR Trap & Skeet, 107
Buehler Bldg.

4:00 pm: Alph a Phi Alph a, UCE,
Sil ver & Gold

6: 30 pm: UMR Gami ng Club, 210 or
208 Norwood

7 :00' pm :
Christ ian Campu s
Fell owship, 104 ME

7:00 pm : Show Me Anime, 204
McNu tt

7:00 pm: DaVinci Society, UCE, Silver
& Gold

7 & 9 pm : SUB film , Starship
Troopers, 104 ME

9:00 pm: Habitat for Humanity, UCE,
Mark Twain

7:00 pm: Nationai Soc. of Black
Engineers!Assn. ofBlack Students, 204
McNutt

6: 20 pm : Assoc iated General
Contractors of MO, CE 177

6:00 pm:
Chr isti an Camp us
Fell owship, Mark Twain or Missouri
RmsUCE

6:30 pm: Student Co-op Assn., G-5
HSS

6:30 pm: Intercollegiate Knights, HSS
G5

6:40 pm: American Concrete Institute,
CE 217

6:30 pm: Student Ass. of Management
Systems, Harris 107

7:00 pm: AIChE, Schrenk G-3

7:00 pm: SI. Pats, 107C ME Annex

8:00 am: AIChE, MEI04

7:00 pm : Ameri can Soc iety of
Mechanical Engineers, ME 104

7:00pm: Koinonia, WalnutRm, UCW

8:00 am : S UB, Indoor soccer
tournament, Miner Rec

7:00 pm: Interfraternity Council, UCE,
Sunrise room
8:00 pm: Tau Beta Sigma, 206 CHE

8:00 pm: Academic Competition Org.,
CE 312
8:00 pm: Solar Car Team, General
meeting, E Mgt 103

9:00 pm: Residence Hall Assn., MCS
209

continued from page 23
returning to complete her gr adu·
ate or undergradu ate degr ee a t
UMR. (Grade poin t average will
be taken into consideration.)
Please send letter of appli·
ca tion explaining your qualifica·
tions to: Coterie, P . O. Box 1638,
Rolla, MO 65402.
Deadline is: Wednesday ,
April 1, 1998.

SIGMA NU TRISTAN G .
PINZKE MEMORIAL S CH OLARSHIP
Applications are now being
accepted for the Pinzke Memorial
Scholarship. Applicants sh all be
male or fe male student enrolled
in a ny Engineering discipline at
the University of Missouri·Rolla ,
m a in taining a 2 .5 cumulative
grade point average on a 4.0 scale,
a nd be chose n because of their
campus a nd com munity leader ·
s hip and involvement.
Applications available in the
Student Financial Aid Office, G·1
Parker Hall, Rolla, MO 65401
Application deadline: Must
be submitted to the Student Fi·
na ncial Aid Office by: March ZO,
1998.

KIDS' CHANCE I NC. OF MISSOURI

What is Kids' Chance? It is a
nonprofi t corporation developed by
interested employers, attorneys,
laborers, insurers, third party a d·
ministra tors, government officials,
healt h care r epresentatives a nd
rehabilitation providers. The pur·
pose of Kids' Chance is to provide
educationa l scholarships to finan·
cially assis t the education Q.f chilo
dren of workers who have been se·
riously injured or killed in Mis·
souri work r elated injuries.
Which Children are Eligible
for the Sch olarship? To be eligible
for the scholarship the child's par ·
ent must have sustained a serio
ous injury or fatality in Missouri
work related accident covered by
workers compen s atio n . T h e
parent's inj ury or death mus t be
compen s ab le under Mi ss ouri
Worker s' Com p ensatio n L aw ,
Chap t er 287 RSMo . The chi ld
mus t be between t he ages of 16
and 25.
When do you apply? Applica·
tions a re accepted at a ny time.
KIDS' CHANCE
Scholarships are awarded on
basis of need t hroughout the year
as funds are ava ilable. The dead·
line for accepting applications for
a one year scholar sh ip (fall a nd
s prin g se mesters) is Ma y 15 ,
1998. The deadline for accepting
applications for the spring semes·
ter only is Octobe r 30, 1998.
Applications available in the
Student Financia l Aid Office, G·1

a

~1~14:30 pm: Internat ioanl Students Club,
8:00 am: SU B, Indoor socce r
tournament, Miner Rec

HSS G5
6:30 pm: Student Council , McNutt
204
7:00 pm: Tau Beta Pi, ChE G3

4:30 pm: UMR Gaming Club, 20 I or
208 Norwood

7:00 pm: SUB presents You Laugh,
You Lose comedy game show, free to
UMR students, UCE, Centennial Hall

7 & 9 pm: SUB film , Starship
Troopers, 104 ME

8:00pm: AcademicCompetitionOrg.,
312 CE

Pa rk er H a ll , Roll a,
MO
654 09·02 50 or by ca llin g
1·8 00·4 8 4· 5 733 . code 543 7

Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office ,
G· 1 Parker H all .
Application mus t be post·
marked by: May 30, 1998.

8:30 pm: Alpha Chi Sigma, ChE 125
9:00 pm: Circle K, ME 117
9:00 pm: Arnold Air Society, 208 Harris
Hall
10:00 pm: UMR Ultimate Frisbee
Club, frat row fi elds

McNutt
6:00 pm: Solar Car Team, Design
meeting, 104 EMgt.
7:00 pm: IEEE, EEG 31
8:00 pm: T!lu Beta Sigma, 206 CHE

(KIDS).

NAWIC NATIONALASSOCIATION OF WOMEN IN CONSTRUCTION THE GREATER
KANSAS CITY, MO
The Greater Kansas City,
Missouri NAWI C Scholarship
Fou ndation offer s schola rships
for the 98/99 academic year to
students pursuing a career in the
construction industry.
Applica tions available in
the Student Financial Aid Office ,
G· 1 Parker Hall.
Application must be post·
marked on or before: Mar ch 31,
1998.

AIR & WASTE MANAGEMENT
ASSOCI ATION MIDWEST
SE CTION
This scholarship is awarded
to a full or part· time graduate
s tudent purs uing a course of
study and research leading to a
career in air pollution control a nd!
or waste management at the
start of the 1998·99 aca demic
year . Undergra dua te s tudents
are eligible to apply if t hey have
been accepted into a program of
gra duate s tudy.

1998 MISSOURI ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
HEARTLAND BEDC SCHOLARSHIPS
MEDC will again be offering
two $4'75.00 scholarships for
worthy students who are wanting
to a ttend the Heartland BEDC
this year .
The on week course in basic
economic development will be
held April 19·24 in Ka nsas City.
Those prospective student
who wish to apply for this
scholar ship m us t complete an
application available in the Stu·
dent Financial Aid Office , G· 1
Parker Hall.
Applica tion mus t be reo
turned by: Marc h 6, 1998.

THE MID-WEST CONCRETE
INDUSTRY BOARD, INC.
The Fund in a n endowment
fund that will provide financial
assis tance to college engineering
students pursuing a Bachelor of
Science of higher degree that
includes concrete and concrete
design courses as an integral part.

of their degree program.
REQUIREMENTS:
Applica n t' s p e rmanent
residence as indicated on college
records or the high school of record
mus t be within the states of
Kansas or Missouri and either (a)
within a 150·mile radius from a
point on the KansaslMissouri
state line at highway 1·35; or (b)
within a 25·mile radius of the
main U .S. Post Office a t the
mailing address of a current
MCIB member .
Applicant mus t be pursuing
a Bachelor of Science or higher
degree that includes concrete and
concr ete design co urses as an
integral part of their degree
program at ail accredited college
or university.
Applica nt must be enrolled
in or have completed concrete or
concrete design courses.
Applicant must not be a son,
daughter, grandson , grand·
da ughter, niece, or nephew of an
Advisory Committee member.
P a rt· time
student
applica nts will lie limited to
junior class status or above. The
scholarship award to part·tim e
students will be commensurate
with the costs.
Applications available in
the Student Financial Aid Office,
0 · 1 Parker Hall.
Applications must be
received by April 30, 1998.
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